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Non-technick Abstract

The purpose of the research carried out under this grant was 'IL;
to take a theoretically-based understanding of the'processes
involved in comprehension developed by Kintsch (1974) and Kintsch
and van Dijk (1978) and look for processes that might undergo
deyelopment As 'a child becomes more practiced and skilled in

reading. The general motivation behinllvtis research was the
belief that once these processes were tified they might serve

as tne oasis for developing reading remediation progrAms.
first examined the unit of meaning used in constructing a mental

41 representation.of the meaning of a text and found that-beginning
third-grade readers use the same units as fifth graders and
adults; futhermore. they construct these units with the same
speed as more skilled readers. Thus, the units used during 0

comprehension do not seem to undergo devlopment with increaSed
reading skill. We then examined whether beginning readers

0 connect these units into the same organizational structures as
those used by skilled readers. This is done by lookineat what
types,of idformation they,lecall best from a text. We found no

develoPmental differences here either. Finally, we examined the
effect ot the number of different concepts in a text on reading
speed and memory for the text. This variable reflects the apeed
with which the reader can activate concepts in the mental lexicon
and the capacity to handle information in working memory. Here

411

we tound large developmental differences between fourth- and
sixth-grade readers. Thut, the only processes which seem to
develop during the middle grades are working memory capacity and
speed of lexical access. In the beliei that the small number of
developmental differences-uncovered by this research may have -

.been due to inadequacies in tire theory rather than a true lack of
developmental changes, the remainder of the research parried out
under this grant attempted to advance our theoretiCal
understandiig of text comprehension by examining the role of
perspective in encodingand retrieval-and the basis for coherence

4!
in texts.
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CRApTER 1

Develhpment of Reading Comprehension Skills:

Children's Reading Rate ana Retention As a

Function ot tne Number of Propositions in a Text,

(0)

Janice M..Keenan Polly Brown

Abstract

A -4
This 1;tudy examined whether there.are differenceS betwe'en

beginning an4 ikilled readers in the unita used to represent the
meaning of' i.text. For skilled readers, the time to read a
sentence is a function oi Lne number of propositions containedvin
the sentence. In order.to.assess whether beginning readtrs also
use propositional represVtations, the reading times of beginning
third graders wertscompaeed to those of fifth graders on
*sentences that ail haa tnt same number of words but variA in tne,
number of underlying propositions. Although third graders read
more slowly-than fifth graders, they ahowed the same increase in
reading time with increasing numbers of propositions, suggesting
that tney use the same propositional units and process,paem al
the same rate as fifth graders. This held for both loni
sentences, which place an increased load on memory and
attentional resourced, as well as short sentences, and for
ayerage as well as high ability readers. Immediate recall ot the
sentences for both grade levels showed that the higher the
proposition in tne propositional hierarchy, the more Likely it
was recalled. Although,average readers recalled higher level .

propositions as well as gooa readers, they recalled significailtly
fewer of the lowest level propositions.

.-
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CHARTER 1

DeVelopment ot Reading eompreheision Skills:
1 Children's Reading-Rate and R ention Al; a

Function of the Number of Propo tions in a Text
r

Of the'two basic sets of skills invoIVed in reading --
decoding and comprehension, most research concerned with learning .

io read has focuse4 pn decoding (Chall, 1976). One of the most
interesting findings to emerge from this research is that the
differende in decoding between beginning and more Mature readers
is not just a quantitative difference, such.that beginning
readers are able.to decode less than skilled readers, but also a
qualitative difference. Qualitative changes which'accompany the
development of deco ing skills ere evidenced by a changing
pattern in error ty es, from semanticallybaaed to visual/pho
nemicallybased to sinantic .plus visual/Phonemicallybased, as
the child becomes more proficient in decoding XBiemiller, 1970).
The'y are also evidenced by the f4,ct thatt the decoding skills of

beginning readers require attentional resourcest whereas those of
more mature readers are automatic (LaBerg & Samuels, 1974;
Luttentag & Haith, 1978). .

Pitch less is khown about developmental changes in
$

comprehension. 'Numeroua studies find quantitative differences in
comprehension, between beginning and more mature readers; for

morealature readers score higher than beginning readers
on measures such as percent of =prehension questions answered
correctly and percent recalled. However, it is not known if
these quantitative differences are due to qualitative differences
in the comprehension process.

/ 1

Because children are engaged in'comprehending discourse foa
several years prior to encountering the reading situation, their
comprehension skills might be said to be fairly well developed by
the time they begin to read. It is therefore possible that,the
process of learning to read does not induce any qualitative

)

changes in comprehension but only quantitative,changes due to the
accumulation ot more world knowledge and a larger vocabulary. On
the other hand, it is equally.possible that the reading situation
provides new challenges to the child Vhicti do induce qualitative
changewin comprehension. ,

One W'ay in whlch the reading situation poses challenges not
present in the listeninl situation ia that it requires the child
to decode visual symbols. The demands.of this decodirig task
might induce changes in comprehension and hence cause the .

comprehension processes of beginning readers to differ from those
of mature readers. As mentibned preVioUsly, the.decoding skills
of beginning readers, unlike those,of skilled readers, require
attentional resources; in fact, even after a chil4 has acquired
decoding operations, practice is required before hese skills are
automatized to the poiUt that they require few attentional
resources (LaBerge, 1976; LaBerge &,Samuels, 1974). Thus,2

0
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beginning yeaders haVe fewertreSources available td, allocate tO
comprehension than mature rdaders: It is possible that the
processeeof comprehetsion'are qualitatively different under
conditions ot limited resources than when more resources ate

.

available.

Compounding this problem of fewer reSources.available to
a1locate4to comprpension processes is the fact that the readiig
situation provide far lesi contextual support for.the. .,

interpretation of'meaninkthan the Aypical.listetint situation In
'4hich the chitrd isaccustamed to comprehending di:scourse. Yin

example, the referents of ords are often physically present it
or Children:whereas in reading, 'with

there areno'simultaneous, exterpal
ild can map the words he,or she reads%
en must learn to-construct their' own
s and aCcomodate to the increased m ry'

Conversational settings
- the exception of picture

events. ont'o which the. c

Thus, in reading, child
referents for these Wor
burden that this repres

There are many wa
respAces and increas

nts,

in which.these decreases in attentional
in memory load could corceivably affect

:All

41
the comprehension processes of beginning readers sb'as to produce
qualitative differences in comprehension processes between
'beginning and skilled readers. This piper examine, whether they
affect the.units used to ;epresent the'meaning ok text. It is t

known that the comprehension processes of skillld readers involve
accessing the conceptual representations of lexiCal tinits and
grouping these concepti into basic units ot meaning called.
propositions. The research repotted here seeks to determine
whether beginning readers also use propositions.) to represent ,the
meaning of sentences, or whether the memory:and decoding demands
they face limit the amount of avatlabe processing resources to
the point that not enough are available to integrate word

41
4 . concepts into higherorderp propositional units, ,

;

Propositional Representation; of Meaning
Our text analyses are hased on thg opositional -

representation system of Kintsch (1974). This system, litice most

others, assumes that the athallest units of meaning, concepts, are
grouped into relational structures called propositions. A 4

proposition is defined as consisting of a tingle relational term
and the concepts.or arguments which it TelsteS. It is assumed
that the number of arguments contained in a proposition is not a
constant, but rather varies with the particular relation; in
short, relations are assumed to be nplace terms. '

The elements of a proposition are concepts, not words, .
though they are expressd in the surface strqcture as words or
phrases..- A relation is express& in the surface structure by
either a verb, adjective, adyerb, or conjunction;, arguments can
be expressed by words of any grammatical class and can also be
Other propositions. A proposition does not necessarily
correspond tb a sentence in a text, because sentences may, and
often do, incorporate multiple propositions.

2
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To illustrate the natgre1 of the prepositional representation
consider 'Ete sentence, The'little girl wanted to bake a birthday
cake. This sentence contains four relational terms and thus
consists of four propoiitions which are repLesented as:

'1. (LITTLE, GIRL) $ a .

2.t. (WANTED, GIRL, 3) ,

3. (BAKE, GIRL, CAKE)
.

4.. (BIRTHDAYt CA
The concepts of the propositiAs are-written in upper-case-to
highlight the fact that they. are not-words but rather their
conceptual counterparts.. The propositions are numbered fors .

convenience so that if one proposition is embedded in atother, as .

in proposition 2, we can simply,rpfer to it by number rather than
write it but again. Further details concerning the analysis of a

,
text into its propositions can be obtained by consulting Kintsch
(1974) and Turner and Greene (1978).

*,

TheCfirst study to demonstrate the isychological validity of
.

the proposition'as a basic unit of processing in teit

0.9/3). They used a readi , tim 4 paradigm in which'college-age
comprehension an rmd memory was perfoed.by Kint ch and Keenan .

subjects were timed as they reEid each of a large set.of.
sentences. Subjects.were told'to read for meaning, and after
reading each sentence, theLwere asked to immediately recall it.
The sentences were constructed so that they all had the same
number ot wor4 (16 words) but varied in ihe number of
proksitions, they contained from four to nine. Kintsch and
Keenan reasoned that if reading comprehension involves grouping
word concepts into propositions, then the mores Oropostions that
need to be constructed, the longer it should take to comprehend
the sentence. In other Oords reading times should
systematically increase with the number ot propositions contained
in the sentence. On the other hand, if*comprehension simply
'involves activating the conceptual representatitns,ot the words
in the sentence and does not involve propositional.units, then'
there should,he no systemaic relation'between number of
propositions and reading time; rather, reading times should be
roughly equivalent across sentences since all contained the same
number of words.

Kintsch and Keenan found that reading times. did in tact
4nrdrease with thejaumber*of propositions contained, in the
sentences; subjects took tbout one' additional second of reading
time per proposition. Subjects did not, however, alwayt recall's
sentence perfectly. Because there was very little, if any,
cliance for forgetting in this immediate recall paradigm, it vas

- assumed that these partial recalls ot sentences reflected the
fact that'subjects did notyalways process all the propositions
that vgre presented4in thd sentence. On thieassumption, Kintsch
and Keenan argued that's better indicator of ihe.nimber of
propositions the subject actually processed was hot-the number of
LAopositions presented but rather the number of propositions
recalled. Since reading times were supposed Nibe a tunctinn of

1 ,
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Readtng Rate and RetentiOn

the'number okptopopitions processed, they therefore a.iso
t.

examined reading time as a tnnction of the'number of propositioni
recalled. Reading times were found to systematically increase
with number of propositions Acalled, with subjectslkiakingaliout

.

. 1.5 additional seconds for eadh proposition recalled.. .Thus:
regardless ot whethlr reading timed are examined ih terms of the
nudber of propositions presented in the sentence or the. number of

propositions recalled by th subject, it appears. hat the
, proposition is a psychologic Ily valid unit of meAning since the ,

J

more propositions, the longer the reading'time. More recent
stiOdies using recall ce.g.,, Kintsch & Glass,'1974) and priming
paradigms (Rarcliff 0McKoon, 1978) have.provided further
corroborating support for the psychological validity of

. ,

propositions.
.

'4

,The representation of the meaning of a text does noeconsist
solely of a liqing of its propositions; rather, it must also
inqlnde connections between the propositions so as to repdet,the
meaning'representation coherent. dne proposal for establishing 0

connections between propositions is on tke basis of shared .

referents, or arguments; this is called the argument repetiiion
rule (Kintsch, 1974; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). According to
this rule, propositions are said to be coherent if they share a
common argument.

,..

. It is Ussumed that the coherence graph of propositions which
represents the meaning of a text.is hierarchical. This '

assumtion ot a hierarchy is intended to capture the fact that
same ideasare perceived as,more cencral to the meaning of a text
than others. The bierarchy.olis constructed by firs.t selecting the

proposition which expresses khe mein idea ot the text to'head the
hierarchy. For single-sentence texts, this is the proposition
expressing the main action of the pentence; for longer texts,'it
is usually the title ot the text qr the main action oi ths first
sentence. 'The hierarchy is.then constructed by using the -

argument repetition rule to connect propositions to this most
superordinate proposition either directly or indirectly through
,shared arguments with more subordinate propositions.. 4

Propositions which shake arguments in common with Ehe most
superbrdinate proposition are directly subordinated to it;
propositibns which do not ahare arguments with the most
superardinate'proposition. but which share arguments with the
Aext level ot propositions.are subordinated to them, and so on.
To illustrhte,with the sample sentence given above, propodition 2
would. be.seleCted to head the hierarchy (Level 1) since it

f expresses the main idea of.the'sentence. Propositions 1 and 3

) ,would be connected to proposition 2 on the next level ot the t
hararchy'(Level 2) becauie they both' share a commonsargument
with proposition 2, namely the argument GIRL. Because
proposit#on 4 does not share any arguments with proposition 2,'it,
cannot be connected to it; rather, it would be connected to
proposition 3 qn the next.level of the hierarchy(Level 3)
because of the common argument, CAKE. The resulting hierarchy.of

. -5.: ,

s..
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propositions cSn be,depicted as:

2:

3 - 4

As mentioned above, Kintsch and Keenan'(1973) found that
recall ot the sentences in their study was.not always perfect.
Tlrey therefore examined recall of the propositlons as a ,function,
of their lever in the hierarchy. They,found that percent recall
steadily incieased across levels-auch that the higher the
prbpositiot in the hierarchy, the more likery it was, to be
recalled. This result'has been replicated in many studies (e.g.,
Kintsch. Kozminsky, Streby, licKoon, & Keatan,,- 1975; Meyer, 1975;
Thorndyke. 1976). 'It has also been shown that verification times
are taster for superordinate than subordinate,propositions
(McKoon, 1976). Together these studies.piovide strong sqpport
for the potion that comprehensic* in the mature rea4er involves
connecting propositions together in a hiernrchical structure in

tmory.
In the present study we set out to determine-whether

aginning readers also group concepts into propositions and
connect these propositions into a hierarchical representation.
We used the same paradigm with beginning third and 'fifth' graders

as that used by Kintsch and Keenan (1973)irith adurts. Reading ,

times.were beasured fof sentences,that all had the same number of
words but varied.in their number of undyrlying propositions;.
immediate recall was obtained for each sentence. In order to
make the task Meaningful and enjoyable for the cliilften it was
cast within the following scenario. The children were told to
pretend that they were Tontrolling a computerized center for
outer space exploration. Explorer space ships were sending
messages to their computer screen one at a time. They'were Eo
read the medsage and presb,a button to signal. the space ship whet
they Understood it; this allowed reading times to be collected on
each,sentence. Becauie the button pres$ caused the message to be
erased from the screen, and because the childr46 were told it wax
necessary to.preserve the mesgages, they were instructed to.
"save" each message by reciting it from memory into a microphone
connected to'a tape recorder; this saving-the-messages task thus
served as the immediate tree recall test.

If the increased Cogtitive.demands placed on the beginning
reader (i.e.. the attentional demands .of decoding and the memory
load resulting from the relatively impoverished semantic -

environment ok the reading sitUation covared to the child's
accustaned listening situation) have an effect on the unit ot
processing such that not enough resources are available to group
concepts into propositions, then one might-expect the tea4ng
times or third.graders to be less systematicilly.related to
Aumber of propositions than the reading times of the adults
observed.by Kintsch and Keenan (1973) and their recall to be less
related to the level of the proposition in the hierarchy than

1 1)
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,that boserved(by Kinfsch and Keenan with adulti. Because fifth
graders have had more practice ib reading, however, their reading
tpae and recall data ,are expected tó be more similar to-that
fonnd-for adults.
c, It is possible that the ability of the beginnihg reader to,

_integrate concepts into propositions ay depend on' the complexity
of the text.- Specifically, when.the iuiber of word concepts that'
need to be grouped into propositions s small,,beginning readers
may be sole to construct propositionai representations; however,
-when tne humber ot word concept& is rge; the memory and
-attentional load'is greater and the a ility to'group concepts- ,

into propositions may break down. We. xamined,this possibility'
by empioying two sets of sentences. 0 e set consisted of
sentences that were all seven words long but varied in the humber4

of °underlying. propositions from two to four. The other set
consisted of Sentences that were all 1 words long but varied in
number ot,propositions from kour tooaine.

It is also possible that the'ability ta construct
proposit,iona; representations may be related-to the child'S
overall level-of reading skill as measured bi standardized
reading testa. Begihning readO.t who are reading above gradl
level might therefore show the same increase in reading time with
nbmber:og Propositions as more mature readers! ahd the lackof
.relation between number 2f propositionsand reading time might
only,be.evident In oegin#ing readefs who are reading at or below
grade level. Support for this hypothesit stems from Cromer's
finding thaf)a subset of low reading ability jUnior college
students could be made to covprehend as vell-as good readers by
spatially grouping the words of sentences into meaningful phrases
(cf. MasOn & Kendall; 1978). Becaude these phrases otten
corresponded to propositional units, the-results suggest that one
,of the problems underlying these subjectp" low level of reading
ability.was).their failure to group concepts into propositions;
hlthough standardized reading scores were not available tor all
subjects used in this study, we did examine this possibility for
those subjects for whom.scores were available.

-
.

Method :=:'' ,

e 1,..
,) .

Subects w
,. 1 F.'

Forty third graders and forty fifth graders, with'20 maVes
and 20 females in each grade, participated in the sti.tdy. Half of'

the subjects at each grade level.werP'tested in thelsummer
# preceding their entry into the qird or 'fifth grade; the other ,

1
half were tested during the school year, either in late tall 2.
early winter. Subjects were recruited by letter from a large'7
number ot eiementary,schools in the greater Deliver metropoglitan
area and were paid for their participation. Six additi,onal third'

graders 'attempted to participate in the study,byt were unable to
complete it because their decdding skills were so poor.

.

4
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Thirtytwo or the040 third graders and 18 of the 40 fifth
graders were included in the analyses examining the etfects ot
reading ability. These were the only subjects for whom
comparahle standardized reading scores were available. All of
these sUbjects had ben tested at the beginning of the third
grade on.either the Metropolitan Achievement Test or'the Stanford,
Achievement Test. Grade equivalent scoresjrom the reading>
comprehension portion of these tests were used in the analyses. -

For the purposes ot performing ANOVAs, it was necessary to .

classify the children at each grade level into two group's of
reading ability; this was done usihg a median split on the grade
equivalent scores.. Somewhat suOrisingly, the median split
resulted in approximately equal numbers of males and females in
each group: 5 males and 4 females in the higher reading ability
group and 4 males and 5 females in the lower reading abiliti
group for the fifth grade; 8 maires and t fedales in the higher
and 9 males and 7 females in the lower reading ability groups for
the third grade. The mean grade equivalent scores for both the
lower third and lower tifthgrade.groups were at or slightly ,

above grade level solthese groups are most appropriately labeled
average rather than poor readers. The higher,reading ahility
fifth graders averaged 2 grade equivalents higher than the group
of-average fifth graders (5.97 vs. 3.97 on a test talcen in third
grade), and the good thirdirade readers averaged 2.8 grade
equivalents higher than the aierage third graders (7.0 vs. 4.2).

Materials
The materials consisted.of wo sets of sentences. One set

consisted of nine aentences that were all seven wordi long; three
of nese contained two propositions, three containedthree
propositions, and three contained four propositions. The other
set consisted of 18,sentences that were al1,16 words loni; the
number,cf propositions in these sentences ranged from four to
nine, with hree sentences at each level of number Of c

propositions.
The sentences were constructed by the authors in

collaboration with a second grader and a fourth'grader tO .ensure ,

their meaningfulness to children. They were designed to be'about
possiblethings one could-observer in oUter,space and.un.pther
planets. The vocabular7.iteme usedoin the sdntences were normed
on six ppot .third graders to ensure that they Were all words in
the childien'areading.vocabulary. .This was done by typing'each
word on anlindex,card and.having,the child'go through, 'the deck of,
cards reading each word out.lbnd and either explaining its ,

c
meaning or, using in a sentence,., .Four Words wereloundthat
were not ramklia o allthe Children; these were replaced With

-7 substituteovords,sulgested,py'the children..
..,Tables 1 and 2 present sadple,sentences from.the 7word,and

the,16wdid.sentence sets reipectiirelys. Included in these tables
ate lie propositions Idyt-,each sentence as i*gells as their, -

hierar5hical arrangement.. The analysis into propositions follows
the proplsitiOnal representation systed ot Rintsch

descripion of the propositional analysis, as Well a& the

E
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notational systeda can be round incTurner and Greene ( 78),. The

only notation shown in these tables vhiCh may noi be readily
understood is the abbrev,iation LOC which refers to location.

insert'Tables 1 and 2 about here

Procedbre
The presentation,ot sentences and recording of readj,ng times

.Was controlled by a PDP 11/03,microprocessor connected to an ADDS
580,CRT. The keyboard.of the CRT ./as covered with a wooden frame
whi,ch containen.one-response button for the subject to use. This

Wooden frame served to prevAnt the eubject from pressing keys
that could.have aborted the experimental program. A microphone,
connectedto a tape recorder, was s;pulted tci the left of the CRT

, and was usedto record the subject's recall)or the sentences.
Subjects wee* tested individually in a small room set up to

,simulate a'missiOncontrol center for outer space exploration. .

'Mben tne cnxid arrived for the experimedt, he/she and the
accompanying parent Vere given a demonstration or tne equipment
in the room and the adjoining,computer room'in,an attempt to make
theM feel comfortable'and eicited about working on the computer.'
The parent was then asked to wait in a waiting roam while the
child participated in the experiment.

The children were asked to pretend that they were working'in
the'missiin control center.' They were told 'that their job was to
receive messagei from space ships that were exploring,outerafmce

k and sending_ their okservations back to earth'through the
subject's Computer: They were told to read each message that
occwred on the screen and press,the button as soon as they
understood it. Tike button press was to let the space ship that,
sent the message knew that the message had been received and
understood.

SUbjects were told that it WaS important Co save the
messages. However, they could nat be saffed on the screen since
it was necessary to clear the screen to allow for neki messages to

coMe in. In fact, when the child pressed the button sdgnallins
compreheOdon of the message, it went off the screen. The

children were tilarefore told(that the only way to save a message
was for them to recall it from memory and record it on tne tape
recorder right after pressing the button signalling
comprehension. Subjects were told that it they could not recall
the message word for Word, that vas all right. They were told
that what was iMportant was to get as much of the meaning
recorded as possible and to feel free to use their own words to
do,so.

The experimental session began with three practice
sentences. two short and one lOng. They were: "Welcome to the
space-center," "Get ready for messages from outer space." and "We
hope you like this space.game And we hope you dd very well." The
sentences, were presented one at a time and the subjects were told

read them silently. As 8i50n as tne subject understood othe

sentence, he/she pressed the response button. This button erased9
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the sentence from the sereed and replaced it with a message to
recall the sentence. The button press also caused the reading
time for the sentence tehe recorded. The subject then artempted
to orally recall the sentence into,the tape recorder. When the
subjects fini,shed recalling as much as they could, they pressed ,

the respdnse button. This caused the screen to display the
message, "Are you reidy,fof'the next message?" 'When the child
was readye he/she pressed the button 'andthe'next sentence was
displayed. 6

Following the'priCtice sentences, the nine 7-word sentences
were presented in a dlfferent random order for each,subject. The
7-word sentences were,presented first becaude they were easier
and allowed the chadren to gain confidence in their ability to

tne tatk. Following 1e 7-word sentences, the 18 16-word
sentences'were preAnted irandom order.
Design and Analvses,7 ,

'The 7-word sentences w e analyzed separatély^fram the.
16-word seutences. For eac sentence set, an analysis of reading
times was performed as a function of the number of propositions'
presented in the sentence. Two additional analyses were
performed on the 16-word sentence set. One dealt with the
reading time'data. Because recall of the.16-word sentences,
unlike that of the 7-word sentences, was generally less than
perfect, it is,likely that a better indicatdr of the number of

.

propositions hctually proCessed by a subj'ect is the number of
propositions that the subject recalled rather than the number of
propostioni presented in the sentence. Thus, the second analysis
of tne reading times for the 16-word sentences examined reading
times as a function ot the number of propositions the subject
recalled. This analysis was not performitd on the 7-word
sentences because the number of propositions,recalled was almost
always the same ps the number of propositions presented. The
other analysis pertormed on the 16-word sentence set that was not
performed on_the 7-word sentence set was an analysis of the
recall data as a function of the level Ot the proposition in the
propositional hierarchy. Again, this analysis, was not perf6rme4
on the 7-word sentencei because the neat perfect recall ot these
sentences simply yields ceiling effects in the analysis ot level
effects on recall. The following describes the design for each
of tnese analyses.

Reading Time As a Function ot'Number of Propositions
Presented. For the 7-word sentences. the number of propositions
presented has three levels': 2, 3. or 4 propositions. For the
16-word sentences, the number ot propositions presented has six
levels: 44 5, 6. 7, 8, or 9 propositions. The reading times for
the three sentences nested within each level ot number of
propositions were averaged so as to produce a mean reading time
for each subject for each level ot number of propostgions
presented. For both the 7-Vord sentences:analysis and the

. 16-word sentences analysis, subjects were netted in the crossing
of grade (third or fifth) with sex with time of experiment
(summer or school year).,

-10-
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Reading Time As a Function ot Number of Propositions
'Recalled. This analysis was performed only on the 16-word
Aentences-',Tbe number ot propositiOns tBat can be recalled from
a 4-propOsition sentence ranges from 0 to'4; the number thar can
be recillea from a 5-proposition sentence tanges from 0 to 5, and
so on.. Reading times tor each of ja subject's 18 16-word
sentences were classified according to the,number of propositions
the subject recalled, irrespective ot the number of.propositions
the sentence actually contained. "ban reading'tities were then
computed for each subfect for 6044 leyel of niober ot
propositions, ranging from,0 tO,4. Becadse,there were relatively
few instances of recalling lesalthan'3 propositions Or /nóre than
.7, the range was trunCgted so that the analysid examined only
five levels of number ot propositions recalled: 3.or less., 4, 5,
6, 7 or.more. Subjects did not always,have entries in all cells;
in tact, there were a total of 39 out ot the 400 cells that were ,

enpty. We therefore used Winer's (1962) method of estimation to
obtain values for these cells and' adjusted the degrees of freedom
in the ANOVA accordingly. In sum, the design of this analysis
consisted of ntmber of propositions recalled crossed with
subjects which were nested in the crossing of grade 4Ith sex with
test time.

Recall As a Function of Level in the Hierarchy. The tapes
containing the children's recall protocols were transcribed and
then scored independently by two judges. The interrater
reliability was .94. with the disagreements turning out to be
.errors by one or thmlother judge which were resolved in
conference. For each sentence it was determined whin-14%f the
propositions were re-Called. Paraphrases ot the originabl wording
yefeaccepted as correct. as long as the meaning was accurately
expressed. If a subject made an error in a superordinate
proposition which then reappeared in a subordinate,proposition,
the subordinate propobition was accepted as correctly recalled,
while tne superordinate proposition was scored as incorrect. For

example, suppose a subject recalled the four-proposition sentence
io Table 1 as Hi& fish float down the muddy rivers. Although
bird is contained in propositions 1, 2, and.3, only proposition 2
would be scored as incorrect because of the substitution ot fish
for birds. Propositions 1 and 3 would be scored as correct
because the subject correctly recalled that whatever the
sdperordinate proposition wait concerned with, it was big and it
floated down the rivers. 1

Using the hierarchical representations of meaning like those
shown in Tables 1 and 2, it was determined that, across the 18
16-word sentences, there were a total of 20 propositions at Level
1 (the most superordinate level), 56 propositions at Level 2, 31
at Level 3, 8 at Level 4. and 2 at Level 5. Because of the small
number ot propositiOns at tevels 4 and 5, they were combined.
For each subject we computed the percent of propositions recalled
at Levels 1, 2, 3, 4/5. Tbe design ot the analysis of variance
consisted of level in the hierarchy crbssed with subjects which
were nested in the crossing of grade with sex with time ot

-11-
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testing.

Readinit Ability Analyses. A 'lumber of analyses were
pertormed to examine the effects of,reading ability on reading
time and recall. First, correlations were,computed relating
reading ability, and overall reading time tor both the 7word
sentences and the 16word,sentences. Second, in order to
determine whether the relationship of increasing reading times
vith increasing numbers ot propositions held for average as well
as' good readers, ANOVAs werg performed to determine whether \
reading ability'interacted with number of propositions.. Three

'ANOVAs were pertormed: one on'the 7word sentencps with number of
propositions presented as the'main independent variable, one pn
the 16=word sentences with number of prepositions presented as
the main.independent variable, and one on the 16word sentences'
with number of propositions recalled aS the main independent
variable. Iginally, an ANOVA was performed examining the effects
of reading'hbility on recall as g function of the level ot the
proposition in the hierarchy. In all these analyses, subjects
were nested in the crossing of gra& with reading ability
(average or good, as determined by the median split); subjects
were crossed then with either number of proksitions or level in
the hierarchy, depending on the analysis. The variables ot sex
and time ot testing were dropped from these designs because the
division ot subjects into reading.ability groups regulted in
slightly unequal ks tor sex an4 time of test.

Results and Discussion
ReadimTime As a Function ot Number of PropOsitions Presented

7Word. Sentences. Figure 1 presents the average reading
times of each grade level for the 7word sentences as a function
of the number ot propositions presented in each sentence.
Although third graders read significantly more slowly than fifth
graders (F(1,72) = 13.02, 2 < .001, MSe = 4.0251). there was a
highly significant effect of number ot propositions (F(2,144) =
11.9d, p < .001, MSe = .6008) which held for both the,third
graders (F(2172) = 7.63, 2 < :001, MSe = .93248) and the fifth
graders (F(2,72) = 4.72, 2 < .02, MSe = .26914). Aecanhe seen
in Figure 1, reading times for both groups monotonically increase
as the number of impositions presented in the sentence

-increases. It thus appears that, at least for these short
sentences. third graders use the same units of meaning -- namely
propositions -- as fifth grgders.

Although the interaction of grade level and number of
propositions was not significant (F(2,144) = 1.97), it can be
seen in Figure 1, that the slope of the function relating reading
time to number of propositions tends to be steeper for the third
graaers than the fifth graders. Using linear regression
techniques to compute these tunctions. with RT standing for
rbading time and PP for number of propositions presented, we
found that the tunction for third graders is RT = 3.37 + .42PP,
and that for fifth graders is RT = 3.17 + .18PP. Kintsch and

12
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Keenan (1973) argued that the slopes of these regreision lines
represent tne time required to construct and process each
additional proposition and that the intercepts reflect the time
for all the other processes involved in wading, such as decoding,
and performing syntactic analyses. Applying this interpretation
to tne present functions, it would appear that the difference-in
reading speed between third and fifth graders on 7-word sentences
is attributable to both a small difference in the speed of
decoding and syntactic operation& and a somewhat larger
difterence in the speed of constructing propositions.,,However,

, since the interaction of grade level and number,of propositions,
was not significant, the ditterenpe in slopes cannot be regarded
as significant. Consequently, we averaged over grade level to
determine the amount of time required to process each additional
proposition. The resulting regression line is,'RT = 3.27 +
.30PP. Hence, for 7-word sentences. an additional. .3 seconds of
meading time is required "for each additional proposition
presented. Mi-N

Insert Figure 1 about here
--------

Sex had no significant etfect on reading time (F(1,72) < 1),
nor did it interact,with any'other variables. There was also no,
signiticant oirterende between the reading times of subjects
tested in the summer preceding the 4chool year anckthose tested
during the year (F(1,72) = l.82)* nor did this factor interact
with any of the othtr variablei.

Correlations between average reading time for the 74/ord
sentences and the subject's.grade equivalent score from the
standardized readihg tests showed, as one might expect, that
higher grade equivalent'scores were associated with lower overall
reading times.- Specifically, we found a highly significant
negative correlation for the fifth graders (r = -.75, p < .001)
and a marginally significant negative correlation for the third
graders (r = -.32, 2 < .10). Of most interest are the results
from the ANOVA involving reading Oility. Again, there was a
highly significant effect of number pf Propositions (F(2,64) =
6.72, .p < .005). And although average readers read more slowly
than good readers (F(1,32) =, 4.11, 2 = .05, MSe = 5.2610), there
was no interaction of reading ability and number of propositions.
As can be seen in Figure Z, the average readers, as well as the
good readers, show an increase in reading times with increasing

, numbers of propositions.
J

161.

Insert Figure 2 about here

16-Word Sentences. Figure 3 presents the average reading
times of each grade level for the 16-word sentences as a function
of the number of propositions presentedfin each sentence. Again,

third graders read significantly more -slowly than fifth graders-

(F(1,72) = 14.44, < .001. MSe 105.5291). This time, however,

there was a significant interaction between grade and sex

-13-
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f1,72) = 5.60.,p< .05). For third graders, males read more
slowly (16.35.sec) than females (13.71), while for fifth graders,

females read more slowly (12.33) than maies (10.41). There was

also a significant interaction between time of testing the

subjects and grade levet. Third gradeis who were tested in the

summer preceding their entry into .third grade read significantly
more slowly than third graders tested during the year (F(1,36) =

4.31, p < .05, MSe = 119.3233). There was no significant

differencd, however, between the reading timet of'fifth graders
tested's:luring the summer and during the yea5 (F(1,36) = 2.05, 2,>

.15). A couple of additional months of reading experience thus
makes a large difference in the overall reading speed of third

graders but not fifih graders.
,Most important is.the tinding shown in Figure 3 that, for

both age groups, reading time increases at the number of
propositions in cne sentence increases. The etfect ot number of

propositions presented was highly significant (F(5060). = 20,08,
p < .001, MSc = 7.9392), and held for both the third graders
(F(5,180) = 1009, 2 <-.001,"MSe = 9.4009K0d fhe fifth graders
(F(5,180) =`,10.06...p: < .001, haft = 6.4774). The interaction of -

grade level with eUmber of propositions presented was nOt
significant (F(5,360) = 14)). Thus, third graders, like fifth

graders, appear to use proPositional units not only in '

comprehending short sentences but also in comprehending these,

longer, 16-word tentences.

Insert Figure 3 about fiere

Figure 3 also snows the regression.lines for each age group.
Remarkably, 'the slopes of these functions are identical for the

two agg groups; only the intercepts differ. The function for

third graders is, RT = 10.6 + .66PP, and that for fifth graders

is, RT = 7.06 + .66PP. Thus, just as was found with the 7-word
sentences, the difference in reilding speed between third and
fifth graders lies not in the time required to process the
proposifions but in pie time required to decode and do syntactic

analyses.
Kintsch and Keenan (1973) obtained a function ot gT 6.37 +

.94PP for c011ege=aged subjects on 16-word sentences. Although

,it is aiways difficult to make comparisons across studies, a few
comments are in order. The fact that the intercept that'they
obtained )for college students is lower than that for our third

- and fifth graders is reasonable if we assume that the speed of
decOoing and syntactic analyses is a function of practice and

, that college students are More practiced in these skills than

.grade school children. The tact tpat'the slope is higher fbr

callege students than for our subjects at first seems

u easonable. One wou/d expect college students to fequire no
more time per proposition than grade school children. There are,

'hOwever, at least=two reasons why one might expect the slopes for

the college students to be higher.

-14-
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,The most likely reason is that there are large differences
between the two studies in the familiarity of the subiects with
the content of the sentences. Kintsch and Keenan used sentences
whose content was purposely designed to be unfamiliar to the

subjects Their seqences expressed little known facts from

ancient history. In an attempt to make the task meaningful-Ind
enjoyable to.the children, we used sentences that were about

objects that were familiar to the children. It is therefore

likely that the contents of our sentences were more familiar.to
kr subjects-than tne tacts used by Kintsch and.Keetan were to
eir subjects. I is known that familiarity of content has a

strong eftect on reading time (Kintsch, et al., 1975); hence the
4 steeper slopes obtained with the college students probably

reflect this difference in'tamiliatity. Another possible reason

for the difference in slopes is that Kintsch and Keenan's college'
students recalled more propositions on tne average (80%) than sbur

subjects (72Z). Perhaps if our subjects had recalled.as much as
theirs they would have required more time per proposition. *The
aialyses in the next section which examine reading rate as a
function of.the number of proimsltrons recalled.contro1 for this

factor. As will be shown, hpwever, the difference in slope§
.between the tic) studies remains even when reading times are

examined in terms of number of propositions recalled; hence,'it
would appear that it is due to a ditference in familiarity of the

content.
Cotrelations between average reading time fôr the I6word

sentences and the.subject's grade equivalent score from the
standardized reading tests showed a highly significant negati4e
correlation for the fifth graders (r = .67, 2 < .01), hit only a
nonsignificant negative correlation for the thiregraders (r =
.12): -Thus grade equivalent scores are predictive of overall
reading speed on 16word sentences for fifth graders buthot

1

third graders. ;

The ANOVi examining rea'ding ability and number ot
propositions presented again showed A highly significant effect
of number of propositions (F(5,160) = 10.78, < .001, MSe

"'441': =12.5888). But neither the nteraction of reatling ability with
number ot propositions (7(5,160) < 1), nor the tnreeway

interaction of grade, reading blty, and number of propositions

(1(5,160) < 1) was significant. Thus, for average readers, as
well as good readers, the greater theinumber of propositions in
the sentence, the Longer the reading time.'
Reading Time As a Function of the Number of Propositions Recalled

As Kintsch and Keenan (1913) argued, partial recalls in this
immediate memory task are due not so much to forgetting, but .

rather to a failure to sufficiently process all Of the
propositions presented. Thus the numper of propositions actually
processed by the subject is test indicated not by the number of
propositions presente0 but rather tne number of propositions
recalled; 'hen reading times are examined as a function of the
number of propositions recalled, we again find a highly
significant effect of number of propositions (F(4.248) = 29.06, .2.

15
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. < .001 MSe= 4.5759), which holds for the third graders
pE.(4,127) =-9.19, < .001, MSe = 5.7211) as well as the fifth
graders (F(4,122) = 13.66, < A01, MSe = 8.7793)* the degrees
of freedom in the denominators of the Fs have been adjusted for
missing cells. As can be seen in Figure 4, the more propositions
the subject recalled, the longer Oe reading time.

r ,
Insert Figure 4 About here

,Also shown in Figure 4 are the regression lines for each
gfade level. As in.the analyses of reading times as a functio*
of number ot propositions presenkted, we a$ain findi significant
difference between'-grade levels in the intercepts (P(1,72) =

. .

11.72, p < .001. MSc = 88.4303). For third graders the'intercept
is 11.8 seconds,.while for fifth graders it is only 7.3 seconds.
Presumably, this difference reflects the fact that thiid gradera-
spend more time than fifth graders on decoding and/or syntactic
Operatiqns. Interestingly, we again find, as in the.analyes of
reading times as a function of number of propo?Ations presented, ,
that there is no significant 'difference between the grade levels
in the slopes, i.e in the time reqUired to process each
additional proposition; the interaction of grade level and number
of propositions recalled wap not significant (F(4,248) = 1.97).
.0t the yverage, an addifionia .76 seconds of reading time was
required for each additional proposition recalled.

. In their analyses of reading times,as a function of number
of propositions recalled, Kintsch itnd Keenan (1973) found that
their college students required at additional 1.5 seconds for
each additionai'proposition recalled. The fact tnat college
students requrriC1 twice as much time for each additional .

proposition astur grade school children must be due t9 a
difference in the relative difficulty of the content of the
sentences; as pointed_out earlier,lheir, sentences concerned
unfamiliar historital facts,' as opgsed to the more familiar
content or our sentences. An impbrtant conclusion to De drawn
from these comparisons, therefore, is that the time to construct
a proposition is not a fixed parameter of the comprehension
system; rather. it varies with the familiarity of the
to-be-related concens and the length of the sentence, since
7-word sentencesresult in a much smaller slope than 16-word
sentences.

The analyses involving reading ibility showed neither a
significant interaction of reading ability with number of
propositions recaliled (F(4,108) < 1) nor a significant three-Lway

interaction of-ZZWability; grade, and number of propositions
recalled,(F(4,108) = 1.53). As can be seeo in Figure.5, however

the good readers at both grade levels show a steady increase in
reading time with each additipnal proposition recalled,,while the,
average readers show much less systematicity. This pattern
suggests that perhaps there may be some difference across reading
levels in the\function relating reading time to number'of
propositions recalled for long sentences which we were unable to

-16-
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observe in the statistical tests,either becade we
ehodgh poor, as opposed to average, readers in-the
because of the relatively small number of subjects
an'alyses. ,Tbis point will

e
e discussed further in
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of the paper.
- --

Insert Figure 5 about here

ckid not have

6ample or

in these
tne conclusion

Recall hi:ea Function ol Level g the.propositioanal Hierarchy
A/though the fifth graders recafled'slightly morel

propositions (7,3%) from the 16word sentences than the third
graders (71%),-the ditterence vas not significant (F(1,12) < 1).
There was,al.so'no significant etfect of sex (F(1,72)' 1) or time

of'testing 4F(1172) < 1) on amount recalled. The'only factor
which-had an, effect on recall was the leve; of theproposi;ion in
the hierarchical representation; this "mad a)highly signifiant
effect (F(3,216) = 50.15, p < MSe = ,01333). Ae,can be
seen in Figure 6, the higher thaLle/el of the proposition'in the
hierarchy, the more likely it wali recalied. This finding
replicates that-of Kintsch a* Keenan (1973) and Kintsch et al.
(1975).

.

The auction relating recall to levels is not linear.
Rathei, there is only a small decrease in recall between Levels.1
and 2 and'between Levels-3 and 4/5, whAe there is a dramatic
decrease from Level 2 to Level 3.. Because propositions at the
higher levels contain the main actions and relations of the
sentence, while lower level propositions tend to conpain'oftly
modifying details, the large differenCe in recall between Levels
2 and 3 probstbly reflects the difference in memorability between
main actions and moditying details (cf. Brown & Smiley, 1977). 3

Insert BigUte 6 about here

The tact that the levels etfect on recall is the same for
third'sgraders as for filth grAders supports the concitsion drawn
from the reading time anaiyses; namely, third'graders, Die"fifth
graders and adults, appear lo use propositional representations
to represent the meanings ot sentences. Furthermore, the recall
results show that not only are hey constructing the underlying
propositions of the text during comprehension, but they are also
connecting them in the same hierArchical fashion as that used by
more, mature readers.

Although other studies of children's comprehension (Christie
& Schtimacher4 1975; Mown & Smiley, 1977; Waters, 1978)- have
shown a'leiieis errect in their recaal, even for cnilaren as young
as kindergarten age, .themstudies were all concerned with otal
comprehension, not reading comprehension. Furtheimore, with, the

exceptibn of 'waters' (1978) study which used the same
propositional analysis used in the present- study; the basis for
classifying ideas into levels of importance in these studies was
essentially atheoreticai; they used ratings of relevance or
importance derived from skilled readers. The present results '
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thus represent,an important extension of these earlier studies by
showingthat there.is'a tneoretiOrthasis for distinguishing
levels of importance wich has ehe samf effects on-children's
recalf as adults and by showing that tne prOces13es involved in
reading do not disrupt the levels effeCt found in hldren's oral '

comprehension.
The analysts involving reading ability showe no effect of

reading ability on amount recalled (F(1,32) = 1.48). However,

there was an inteeting significant interaction bYtween reading
abifity and level in tne propositional hierarchy (F(3,96) = 2.77,

p < .05, MSe = .01129). As can be seen in Figure 7. there is no
, significant difference in raoall.between average and good-Areaders

for propositions at Levels 1, 2,`or 3; however', there is a lar§e
difference between the two groups in their recall for
proposifions at the lowest level, Level 4/5. Whereas good -

. readers recall tese low level details as well as Level 3
propositidns, average readers recall them significantly worse.
Dunn, Mathews, and Bieger (1979) have also found interactions
between reading ability and level or inrormatian, such that high
ability readers tend to recall lOwet lyvel information better
thart.average or below average readers; however, their results are
somewhat more difficult to interpret since they failed to find 11

4, *-
levels effect fn their high Oility readers.

Insert Figure .7 about here

Conclusions
. .

This study represented an initial attempt to determine
whether there'are qualitative differences in the4 comprehension
processes of beginning and more skilled readers by examining the
units used to represent the meaning.of a text. A considerable

amount of research has shown that skilled readers integrate the
conceptual representations or lexical units into basic units of ,

meaning called propositions. It was hypothesized that beginning
readers, however, may not integrate.concepts into propositions
because of insufficient attentional resources due to, mnong other
things, the relatively greater attentiodal demands ot decoding.

The results,of this study suggest that if there are
qualitative differences in comprehension between beginning
thirdgrade readers and the more skilled fifthgrade readers. it
is. unlikely that tney lie in the units'used to represent tne
meaning of sentences. Third graders showed the same effect of
number or propositions on reading time am tnat oefifth graders'
and that of the adults obsexved by Kintsch and Keenan (1973).
Although all ot the sentences in each set contained the same -

number of words, reading times for third graders, as well as
fifth graders, increased as the number or propositions contained

. in the sentence increased. This result obtained for the.long
sentences: which presumably,place an increased demand on
attentional resources, as well as the shoWliiiTences. When

=k%=
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reaqng times werR examined in termskof the number of
propositions'actually constructed, AS reflected by the number
recalled, rather than the number contained in the sentence, the
same result ootained; the greater the number ot propositions

s

processed, the longer the reading time. The fact that third
graders showed the same decrease as litth graders in recall of
propositions as a function of their level in the hierarchy
further supports the contentiot that they were utilizing'the same
propositional representations to represent the meanings of the
sentences.'

One of the most interesting results to emerge from the
reading time analyses was the finding that the significant
difference in reading speed between third and fifth graders is
line not to the time required-ta_process each additional
proposition but rather to the time required to perform the other
processes involved in reading, such as decoding and syntactic
analyses. In ail or tne analyses. the slope of the function
relatins.reading time to number of propositions was not
significantly different. and in one case was identical, for third
and fifth graders. Thus, not only do third graders use the same
units as'fifth graders, but they construct them at the same
speed.

Although it was hypothesized that tne ability to'constru5t
Propositional representations may be related to reading skill,
the results did not provide much support for this hypothesis.
For the 7word sentences, it was cl.eat that the average readers
showed the same increase in reading time with number of
prOpositions as the good readers. For the 16word sentences,
there was also no interactiOn of readingmbility with number ot
propositions, but the pattern of reading times for the average
readers snowed less of a systematic relation to number of
Propositions than that of the good readers. Given the absence of
a statistically signiticant etfect, not much can be made.ot tnis
result. It &Des, however, seem to warrant further investigation
using a group of poor readers rather tnan average,readers. One
of the problems with using poor readers in this task, however is

that they must not be sol pooras Xo be unable to decode tne
words. Otherwise, the reading times are meankngless. When we
sttemptea to include more poor thirdgrade readers in our sample
we found that they could not do the tAsk because they could not
decode. a

One o the most interesting findings to emerge from the,
reading ab ity analyses was the finding that the only difference
between g d and average readers in tneir memory for the
sentences'was in their recall of the loweAt level propositions;
good readers recalled significantly more of these propositions
than the average readers. It would be ineeresting to pursue this
finding in future research using cueing procedures to determine
whether it is due to retrieval or encoding differences.

The present study found no ditterence in the units used to
represent the meanings of sentences between third and fifth
graders. Although this result could be taken as evidence that
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1 therel is no difference in comprehension units between beginning
and s illed reader6, it is also possible that the.decoding skills'
of th se third graders were,sufficiently automated that they do
not r present a fair test of.the hypothests tnat the decrease in
attei,tional resources du to nonautomatic decoding s,kills in
beginning readers resui.ts in qualit#tive.differences in tneir
comprehension processes. Perhaps if one examined children at an
earlier stage in the reading process, for example beginning
second graders, the hypothesized differences between beginning
and skilled readers might be fnund. The major difficulty in
doing this research, however, is that which we mentioned
previously in the discussion of poor readers; namely finding
beginning readers with decoding skills that are sufficient to
read the sentences but at Ene same time not yet automated.
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TABLE 1

Samples of the 7-Word Sent-,encés Used in the Experiment

Together With,Thair Propositional Repredentations
and PropOittional Hierarchies

2 PROPOSITIONS:
The rocket will spin around tne'sun.

1; (suri, ROCKET)

2. (LOC: AROUND, 1, SUN)

3 PROPOSITIONS:

Ice earth is a b11.1.3.on miles away.

1: (LOC: AWAY, E&RTH)

2. (M1LE, AWAY) 1 -- 2 -- 3'

3. (BILLION, )!ILE)

4..

4,PROPOSITIONS:

lig birds float 46Via,the muddy-rimers.

1. (BIG, 'BIRD) '

2.' (FLOAT, -BIRD) 1

3: (LOC: DOWN, 2. RIVER): 2

4. (MUDDY, RIVER) 3,-- 4

4/"--
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.1 TABLE)2

Reiding Rate and Retention

Samples ot tne 16-Word Sentences Upedkin the Experiment Together
, With Their Propoiitional Representations and

Propositional Hierarchies

4 PROPOSiTIONS:
The earth is'sending messages to the planet over the radto but

nobody can understand them.

ol

1. (SEND,. EARTH, MESSAGE, PLANET, RADIO)

2..(CONCESSION: BUT, 1, 3)
1 -- 2 4

3. (CAN, NOBODY, 4)'

4. (!JNDERSTAND,,NOBODY, MESSAGE)

9 FROPOSiTIONb: ,
,

.

The animais'.eirsOhre better here than,on earth so they can hear

sounds far away.
1."(POSStSS, ANIMAi, EAR].) 4

2
Z

2. (BETTER, KARI, Ka)
7 N.

3. (LOC: HERE, KARI) ' 5

%

,

A.,(LOC: ON, Ear EARTH)
.

.

5. (SO, 2, 6)1

6. (ABLE TO, ANIMAL, 7)

3

.//
1

\\ :

\ 6

7. (HEARANIMAL, SOUND)

8. (L06:,AWAY, SOUND)

9. (FAR, AWAY) 0

-24
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. }leading times for the 7word sentences,as a function
of tne number or propositions contained in the sentences.

Figure 2. Reading times tor tne 7word sentences as a function
of the number of propositions contained in the sentences,
broken aown oy grade.and reading ability.

Figure 3. Reading times for the 16word senrenaes as a function
of the number or propositions contained.in the sentences,
together with thelr best tirting regression lines.

Figure 4. Reading times for the 16sword sentences as a function .

of the number or propositions recalled.
Figure 5. Reading times for the 16word sentehces as a tunction

of the number ot propositions recalled, broken down by grade
and reading,ability.

41e

Figure 6. Proportion of propositions recalled at each level of
the propositxonal nierarchylor third and fifth graders.

- Figure 7. Proportion ot propositions recalle4 at each level ot
the propositional hie5archy for average and good readers.
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CHAPTER 2

Children's Reading Rate and Recall As a

Function of the Number of Different

Arguments in thelirext Base

Janice M. Keenan

Abstract

It is.known that'mature readers reqiiire more processing time
per proposition recallea tor texts tontai.ning many different
arguments than for texts containing few different arguments.
This is uecause the greater the number or airterent arguments,
the more ;he lexicon ne s to be accessed and the greater the
memory load. On tne as umption that memory capacity and.speed or
lexical access increas with increasing familiarity with
concepts, it was hypot esized that an interaction should obtain
between grade or readi g skill and number of different arguments,
such that younger or less skilled readers would show a greater
difference in comprehension between many and few different
arguments than older, more skilled Ieaders. .To test this, fourth
and sixth graders.of high and average reading ability,read and
4mmediately recalien 24 paragraphs, half containing few and half
many different arguments, from thxee content areas: hiStory',
science, and familiar experiences such as birthday parties. The
results clearly supporfed the hypothesized interaction between
number or arguments and grade level, making number of arguments
one of the few variables in reading cOmprehension research to
yield an age interaction. It was also found that familiar
experience passages were read more quickly and recalled better
than history or stience passages, even tnough they were the same
length. Fourth'graders recalled less than sixth graders on
history And science passages, but they recalled familiar
experience passages just as well. NOnetheless, they continued to
show a greater difference between many and few different argument
passages than sixth graders even on these familiar experiente-
passages.
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CHAPTER 2

Children's Reading Rate and Recall.
As a Function of the Nomber of Ditterent

Arguments in the Text Base

A In a 1976 speech to the International' Reading Association,
Chall noted that although there had been a significant
ipprovement over the past decade in national reading test scores
for cnildren in the primary grades wnere tne tests primarily
concern decoding skills, there had been no concommitant
improvement in scores ror cnildren in the midce.grades where the
tests primarily concerhtomprehension abilities. She noted that
what wash needed to rectify this state or arraira was a deeper,
theoreticallybased understanding of the procesdea involved in

,xxnaprehension that could be used to look for processes which
might undergo development as the child becomes more practiced and
skilled in reading and thus serve as tne basis for remediation
programs.

Partly in response to this neea, there.has been a
considerable increase in recent years in the amount of research
regarding reading comprenension. This research has resulted in
models which show a fair amount of agreement about the component
processes of reading comprehension. These processes can be
divided into those involved in building a representation of the
textual input (microstructure processes) and those which'operate
on this representation as a whole (macrostructure processes), for
purposes such as summarization, inferencing, and integrati,on with
existing knowledge (Kintsch & vaa Dijk, 1978). In this paper we

confine our attention to the more basic microstructure processes
in an attempt to determine whether they undergo development as a
child learns to reaa.

According to Kintsch (1974) and Kintsch and n Dijle (1978),

there are three basic steps involved in building representation
of the meaning or a text: (1) activating the conceptual
representations of words, (2) grouping these'word concepts into
propositions. add (3) connecting cne propos±tions into a coherent
hierarchical structure. -2.These processes operate on a series of
inputs, each consisting of a phrase or a snort sentence. Given
such An input, the first thing that happens is that the words in
the input Activate their conceptual representations in memory.
Then, usinglknowledge about the semantic relations that can
obtain netwhen concepts in conjunction with syntactic knowledge,
these concepts are grouped into idea units called piTnjositions.

Propositions are ntuples of word concepts in which one, ant
.only one, serves as the predicator; the others serve as arguments

--whi-etteisehf414444a .nnUtuesemantic role-. The coneepts
serve as predicators are relational terms which typically appear
in tne surface structure as either verbs, adjectives, adverbs. or

34
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serve ad predicators are relatienal terms which typically appear .

in the surface structure 88 either'verbs, adjectives, adverbs, or'
conjunctions. For example, the sentence; John sent Mari flowers,
consists af a single proposition (because it contains only one

relational term)* which has three arguments. Theiproposition is

expressed as (SEND,-Agenti JOHN, Receiver:4AliY, Object:
FLOWERS) The concepts are 4ritten in upper-case to highlight
the fact that the elements of-a proposition are concepts, not
words. the terms Agent, Receiver, and Object in tpis example
identify the semantic roles of each of the arguments.

As propositions are constructed, it is netessary,to connect
them together in order to form a,coherent representation,of the

,

meaning or me text. Kintsch (1974) and Kintsch and van Dijk
(f978) assume that the propositions are connected on the basis of
shared referents into a nierarthical structure called th, teXt,
base-. The proposition which heads fhe,hierarchy is that which
expresses tne title of ehe text,' or in tne anience of a title,
the proposition expressing the main action of the first sentence.
The hierarchyis tneu constructed by subordinating taCh -f

, proposition to the highest level proposition with which it hai an
argUment in common. (If a proposition does not share arguments
with any other propositions, memory ii searched for'information
that will alley-one to Inferentially conneci the propositions-
together.) The exlfples of text,bases which-will be presented
below should suffice tocShownthe main teatnres of-the
representational system. Further details can be obtained by-

- consulting-Kintsch-(l974) and Turner and Greene (197,8).
Initial empirical support for^these-three processes.came

from studies.or mature readers. kesearch relevant to tne tirst
-- activation .of concepts stems from work by KintsCh,.
Kozminsky, Streby, MCKoon. & Keenan (1975) and Manelis and
Yekovitch (1976).., They competed reading,times and recall for
texts that'all had the saMe lengtn, both in terms of,number of

. words and number of propositions, but that differed in the number
,of difterent arguments they contained. They found tnat texts
which hadifew differentarguments were read more quickly and. in
some instances,-recalled better tnan texts which had many ...

different arguments, demonstrating that the number of different
lexical acLivatrons required is an important determinant of,
reading time.

The psychelogical validity of the proposition as a unit of
meaning which is constructed during caMprehension was initially
established with a study by Kintsch and Keenan (1973)...They
measured reading times for sentences that all had the same number
of words Out wnich varied in the number of'propositions,they
contained. They found that reading time was determined, not by
the number of words, but by tne number of propositions that.
needed to be constructed to comprehend the sentence; the greater
-the _

Subsequent studies using recall (e.g., intsch & Glass, 1974) and
priming techniques (Ratcliff & Mdkoon, 1978) have provided

-35
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further corroborating sUppo t for the psychologicalvalidity of'
_

propositions. .
1

Evidence for the hierarcnical nature of t4e textual '

representation stems frodilumerous studies which have examined
recall or prOpositionaas aquncti4 of their levei in the,-

.hierarchy (e.g., Kintach k_Keenan. 1973;Kintsch, et,al.,1', 1975; --.
Meyer,-:1975; Thorndyke, 1916). Inaii. or these studiesoit has,
been found that the higher the proposifibn inthe _hierarchy, the
more likely it is to pe-recalled.% McKdon (1976) Provided fUrther
support for the hieurchical,nature of.the representation by
showing that superordinate propositkons are also verified faster
than subordinate- propositions.

Of tnese tnree basic Processes, the onty one to have
received much attention in investigatiohs of children's
comprehension is the,construction ot a hierarchical
representation. Although there are developmental differencps in
the ability to rate ideas in termi df,thein importance to a
passage (Brown & Smiley, 1977), there seen,to-be no developmental
differences it the construction ot the hierirChical
representation. Even children as young as kindergarten age show
the same levels effect in tneir recal.1 as adults. The levels
effect obtains in children's recali. regardleas ofWhether leVels
are derined on an atheoretical basis, using ratings ot relevance
or importanee'derived frommature readers (Christie & Schumacher,
1975; Brown & Smiley, 19//), or whether they arR 4efined uiing
Kintsch's (.1974) propositional hierarchy system described-abOVe
(Waters. 1978; ,Keenan &,Brbwn, Chapter 1). Furthermore, it horde
for children's reading comprehension (Keenan &,','Brown, Chapter i)

-as wen as tor tneir oral'comprehension (Christie.tt Schtmacherq
1975; Br-own & Smiley, 1977; Waterse =1978).

There alao,seem tobbe np developmentakf differences 'id the
use of propositions to repreient the meaning of te;ca (Keenan &
Brown, Chapter 1). -On tfte assumption tnat'beginning-readers need
to allocate moFR aitentidnal resources than skilled readers tb,
decodius, operations. Keenan and Brown hxpothesized.that beginning,
readers might not have aUfficient resourcia available to group
concepts ittopropositions: They tested thicrhypotheaia by
examining the 'reading times of'third,and fitth:gradere/on
sentences Enat ail had the sime,number ot Words but-that varied,,
in the number of underlying-propOsitions. 'They,found that

e although third graders reef more stowly than fifth graders& they
.were just: as sensitive to the, propositional struefure as -the;

fifth graders, with their reading times linearly-inCreasing as
. the number of propositions'in the aentence increased.

Furthermore, the timevregurred to process esch,additional
0, proposition waa-the same for both pacte levels.

To date, there have been no investigataons of the effect of
number of:different lexical actiVntions 6n-thiidren's 4%
comprehension. The,emperiment presented below therefare

a

addresses this issue. Fourth and sixth graders' reading times
ined for passages-that,have tne same length.'

J.
t
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both in terms of number of words and number of.propositions, but
that wiry in the-nuiber ot differen; arguments they contain. It

is known that mature readers take longer to read passages with
many different arguments than passages with few different
argyments (Kintsch, et ar::1975;'Hinelie & Yekovitch, 1976).
The question of interest', here,A.s, whether there is,an interaction

between age and number of-different arguments, 60 that fourth
graders show a greater difference between many and few different
argtment,passages than sixth graders.;

.The Fact tfiat there have been no observed developmental
differences in either the ability to use propesitions or phe
ability,to connect then inton-rerardhies might lead one to think
it unreasonable to expect dOelopnantal,differences in.this

either. However, there are at least'two reasons why one
mi t expect developmental differencecbere, despite their
absenbe in the other-two processes. First, because speedof
.1exical activation is partly alunction'of familiarity, and
because familiarity or kowledge abOut concepts develops with age
and,reading experience, it is possible that the speed of lexical
access for fourth graders is slower than that for sixtb graders.
If this is so, and because passages witb many different arguments
require-more lexical activations than passages,with few different
arguments, then tbe di ference in'readingrtimes between many and
few different argumen .passages sho d be greater for fourth than
for sixth graders. Second, a passe that has m4ny different
arguments places a greaterlload on rking memory than a passage
with few different arguments; this is becadie there aramore
con&pts to maintain in memory and also becamaethere are More
arguments that need to be searched in attempting to connect an
incoming propositon to eail,ier Propositions. ad the assumption
that memory capacity develops witb age, we wou1d therefore expect
that tne greater memdry load of many different argument passages
would mote adversely affect the reading times and rectal of
fourth graders than tnoie of.sixth graders.

We havacharaCterized the hypotheeized interactiodbetween
.age and number of different arguments as stemming from age
differences on two_dimensions -- familiarity Of concepts,and-

, memory capacity. Studies by Chigftand Lindberg (19801), however,
have shown that age-related differences in memory'capicity are
often due to age differences in knowledge about the to-be-remem-
bered items.- Therefore, it is probably best to characterize the
hypothesiied interaction as stemming from age differences only in
knowledge about the, concepts which can'affect either the speed of
lexical activation, the capacity to maintain and utiliie the
concepts in working memory, or both. Given this
characterization, it is reasonable to expect tnat the interaciion
might not obtain on passages whose content is as familiar to
fourth.graders as to sixth graders. The present study teststhis
hypothesis by employing passages concerning familiar experiences,
such as going to. MacDonalds and birthday parties, as well as
passages whose content is expected to be 1ed0Oltmiliar to fourth
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graders than to sixth giaders, namely history and science

passages. We expect the difference in reading times and number
of propositions recalled between many and few different argument
passages to be sihilar for fourth and sixth graders on the
passages concerning familiar experiences and to be greater,for

,fourth than for sixth graders on the history and science-
s,

passages.
ip the extent that familiarity and knowledge about concepts

derives from reading experience and not simply froth age, we might
expect reading ability to have an effect.on the size of the
differena between many and few different argument passages on
reading time and recall. -Tbe present study examinee this
possibility by comparing high ability readers with average
ability readers at both grade levels.

Method
Sub'ects

Eighteen fourth graders and eighteen sixth graders,
recruited from the Van Dellen elementary school in Denver
participated in the study for payment. A iedian.split on grade
equivalent scores from tbe rbading subtest of the California Test,
of_Basic slip was usedto divide the students'at.each grade
level into, reading ability groups. The average grade
equivalelt score for the sixth graders above the median was 9.76
and for those below the median was 6.96. The average.grade
equivalent score for the fourth graders above the median was 7.85
and for those below was 4.8. Thus, the two groups at each grade
level can be characterized as high ability and average ability
readers.

Materials

The materials consisted of 24 paragraphs: 8 history, 8
science, and,8 familiar experiences. Half of the paragraphs of
each content type contained few different arguments and half
contained many different arguments. The number of different
arguments was exactb, 4 for each of tne rew different argument
passages awl exactly 9.for the many different argument passages.
The length of the paragraphs wasstrictly controlled by having
each contain exactly 14 propositions and by restricting the

.

number of words to between 34 and 37.
Tables 1 through 3 present examples of each paragraph type.

j Included,in tnese tables are a listing of the different
7 arguments, a listing of the propositions contained in the
paragraph, and the arrangement Of the propositions into their
hierarchy.

The history and science paragraphs were adaptetfrom the
following chilaren's books: Childcraft's How Things Work, '

Childcraft's World ancl Space, Educational Research Council's
.Industry: An and the Machine, Foster's George Washington's
World, and Hillyer's A Child's History, of the World. The ,

paragraphs- concerning familiar experiences ihre constructed by

38
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the author. Several pilot subjects were run in order to-adjust
the vocabulary of the texts to be'familiar to all of the .

subjects. MIN.
Insert Tables 1, 2,- and 3 about here

Procedure
The presentation of paragraphs and recording of reading

times was controlled by a PDP 1110 minicamputer. The subject war
seated in a room adjoining the camputerroom in a soundshielded
subjealt station which contained-A video 'monitor for paragraph

presentation, a subject response button box, and a microphone
connected to a tape recorder that was used to record the
subject's recall.

The experimental session began with d practice paragraph
that concerned the formation of clouds. Following the practice,
the experimental paragraphs were presented in two blocks of 12
paragraphs each, with a 10minute-break given between the two
blocks to prevent fatigue. Each blok contained two paragraphs
from each of the six cells generated by crossing the three levels
of content with the two levels of munber of different arguments.
The ordering of the two blocks was counterbalanced across
iubjects. .

Within each block of 12 paragraphs, the four paragraphs (2
few and 2 many different argument passages) of each content type
were blocked, but the order of prem4iation of the blotks was_
randomized for each subject. Thus, a given subject might read 4
history paragraphs,.then 4, stience paragraphs, and then 4
familiar experience paragraphs. The ordering of the four
paragraphs within each content type wets counterbalanced across
subjects.- .

For each paragraph trial, the subject pressed a button when
he or she was ready to receive a paragraph. The pragraph was
then displayed until the subject prssed a button signalling
camprehension. Subjects were told to read the paragraph
carefully so that they would be able to remember it. They were
also tbld to read it only once lind to not try to.mdmorize it.
The subject's button press; signalling the end ot reading,
simultaneously caused the-reading time tb be recorded and the
screen to display a message telling the subject to recall the
paragraph. Subjects were told to speak into the microphone anC
to recall as mUch as they could; they were told that they need
not recall the passige wordforword, but to feel free to use
their own words. When the subject finished recalling, he or she
pressed the response button; the sdreen then displayed a message
asking the subject to press the button when he or she was ready
for the next paragraph.

r- SubjeCti were tested individually'. Although the camputer
controlled the experiment, an experimenter was in the roati with
the child throughout tne session to.offer assistanCe and
'encouragement.

\
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'Design

There were two main-independeut variables manipulated within.
subjects. They were number of different arguments (few ot many)
and content type-(history,,seience, or familiai experience).
These two factar* were factorially cambined, with four passe
nested within each oi the 'resulting six cells for a total'of
passages. All subjects read all 24 passages and the data from
the four passages nested within each cell were averaged prior to
the analyses. Subjects weie nested in grade (4th or 6th) crosded
with reading ability (high or.average), with 9 subjects per
group.
ScorinR

The tapes containing the children's recall protocAs were
transcribed and then scored independently by two judges. The
interrater reliability was .96, with tbe disagreements turning
out to.be errors by one or the other judge which were resolved in
conference. For each sentence it was determined which of the
propositions were recalled, Paraphrases of the Original, wording
were accepted as correct, as long as the meaning was accurately4
expressed. If A subject made an etrox in a superordinate
proposition which .then reappsare'd in a subordinate proposition,
the subordinate proposition was accepted as'correctly redalled,
while the superordinate proposition was scored as incorrect. For

example, suppose a subject.recalled the first senteoceipf the
familiar experience few argument passage.shown in Table 3 as
Billy's new baby brother iust came home from the hosii,tal.
Because of the substitution of brother for sister, the
superordinate Proposition 4 would be scored as incprrect.
However, the subordinate propositions 1, 2,..and 3, which also
contain the argument sister, would be scored as correct because
the subject correctly recalled that w atever the superordinate
proposition was concerned with, it w Billy's, it was new, and
it was a baby.

Results
Reading Times

Mean reading times are presented in Table 4 as ,a function of
content type and number of different arguments. As'can be seen
from this table, in every caseesubjects took longer to read
passages with many different arguments than-those with few
different arguments (F(1,32) = 38.40, MSe = 1.1193,,2 < .00001),
even though the two pasages wgre exactly the same length both in
terms of number of wards and number of propositions. We expected
that the difference in reading times between many and few
different argUment passages would be greater for the fourth than
for the sixth graders; however, this result did not obtain% as
evidenced by the Lack of an interaction between number of
arguments and grade level, F(4,32) < 1.

AM

Insert Table 4 about here
aalM QM* MO MM. OMY Ma, MM. aaaa Ima la Mao Mil .,mr aim MD 01* aiM Maw am.
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Readinrability bad a significant e'ffect, on reading times
(F(1,32) = 5.63, MSe 218.08796, 2 < .03), with high ability

-readers averagini-g.84 seconds per'paragraph as compared to
21.61 seconds for average ability readers. Alsoobe.cOntent of
the passages had a hfghly significant effect on.reading speed

, (F(2;64) =18.71, Mse 8.72261, 2, < .0001),4with familiar
experience pasieges being read significant* faster (17.49 sec)
than elLner the history (20.20 Sec).or the science (19.99 sec)
passages, which were not significantly different.from each other.
_However, neither reading ability nor content interacted with
number of different arguments (for both, F < 1), nor were any of
the higher level interactions significant (for all, F < 1).
Recall

The average number of progositions recalled by each subject
groupeare inesented in Table 5 as a'function*of content type and
numberOf different arguments: Whereas the.reading time data
showed a significant effett of number of different arguments and
no significant interaction between number of. arguments and grade,'
the recall data showithe opposite.. Specifically, the,mtin effect
of number of different arguments is.not significant (F(1,32) =

MSe = 1.8122), but the interaction witb grade is (F(1,32) =
-1.40, 2 = .07). FurtHermore, the interaction is in exact acord
with the predictions in that while sixtb graaeterecalled jat as
many propositions from many different argument passages (8.16) as
from few different argument passages (8.03), 7(1,16) <el, fourth
graders recalled significantly less fram the many different
'argument.passages (7.47) than from the feW different argument
pasaages (8.02), F(1,16) = 4.93, MSe is 1.6351, 2.< .05.Ao sam.rmN.

rXnsert table 5 about here
,

The different effects of number of different arguments on
the reading and recall data,highlight a trade off-that isalways
possible.between reading time and amount recalled.. Thus, in ,

order to assess the true natnre of the effect of number of
different arguments on camprehension, we combined the reading
time and recall data into a single measure; this measure was the
average reaaing tile per prOposi4bn recalled. We qalculated
'such values for etch aubject and submitted them' to an analysis of
variance.

The mein reading times per proposition recalled are,
presented in Table 6 foi each grade level and for each type of
passage. As the table the-precessing time per proposition
is significantly less fo few argument passages (2.45 sec) than
for many argument pillages (2.94), F(1,32) = 8.05, MSe 1.62889,

< .01. Most importantly, the difference in proceiWifig times
per proposition between few anemanY different argument passages
is significantly greeter for fourth graders (2.50 versus 3.39)
than for sixth graders (2.40 versus 2.49), ,E(1,32) 5.26, 2 is
.028. Thus, as we predicted, de ability.to handle many

) -41-
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different arguments during camprehension increases with
develoiment.

Insert 'Table 6 about here

. Like the reading times, the recall'dsta show a highly
significant ettect of content type, F(2,64) = 43.43, MSe =
1.1620, 2. <-00001. Passages concerning familiar experiences
were recalled significantly better (8.89 propositions) than
either history ('7.50) or science (7.39) passages which were not,

significantly different from each other. When-the reading time
data are combined with the recall data, we find that familiar
experience passages require only 2.13 seconds of processing time
per propoeition recalled, compared to a processing rate per
proposition recalled of 2.93 for history passages and 301 for
science passages.

Of great interest in the recall data.was the finding of a
.

significant interaction betweeh content and grade, JE(2,64) =
3.24, < .05. On.familiar experience passages, the content of
which might be expecte0 to be just as familiar to fourth graders
as to sixth graders, there is no significant difference between
fourth and sixth graders in amount recalled (8.75'versus 8.92);
however, on history and.science passages, fourth graders recalled
significantly less man sixth graders (for history, 7.08 versus
7.92; for_science, 7.22 versus 7.53). We speculated at the
beginning of the paper that since the interaction between grade
and number of different arguments is likely due to age
differences in familiarity with concepts, it might hold only for
the history and science padsages and not kor the familiar
experiences. However, this result did not obtain. The

interaction of grade, number of different arguments,'and content
was not significant, F(2,64) < 1. t

High ability readers tended to4recall more (8.44
propositions) thpn average readers (7.4), although the
difference was not significant. However, when the reading time
and'recall data are combined in the reading time per proposition
recalled measure, then there is a highly significant effect of
reading ability, F(1,32) = 12.93, MSe = 7.80175, 2. = .001. Also,
thereAs a significant interaction between reading ability and
content (F(2,64) = 4.35, MSe 7 0.36007, 2 - .015), which is
similar to the interaction between grade and content; namely, the
difference between high and average ability readers is less for
familiar experience passages (1.03 seconds per proposition) than
for either history (1.56) or science (1.51) passages.

In A separate analysis of variance, recall was examined as a
function of tne level of the proposition in the hierarchys There
is considerable variability in the number of propositionl
occurring at each level; consequently, the analysis used
proportion Of propositions recalled at each level. For each

J. passage, the propositional hierarchy as shown in Tables 1 3,

was used to assign propositions to levels, with the most
42
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superordinate proposition being assigned to Level 1. Because
there were so few propositions occurring at Levels 4 and above,
these data were pooled with Level 3; the resulting category is
referred to as Level 3+.

Level in the hierarchy had a highly significant effect on
recall, F(2,64) = 169.21, MSe = 0.03057, z < .00001. AL.is
'typically the case, Level 1 propos4.tions were recalled !he best
(82%); in addition; Level 2 Propositions (64Z) were recalled

'significantly better than Level 3+ propositions (51%). This held
for-both-grade levels, for both reading ability groups, and
across aLl'paragraph types. There was, however, an interestfhg

-.interaction between levels and clantent which can be seen in Table
7, F(4,128) = 11.70, < .001. Recall from the earlier analyses
that both grades recalled significantly more from familiar
experience.passages than from history and science passages. What
Table 7 shows'is that tne superior recall of the familiar'
experience passages does ndt hold across all levels. Rather, at
Level 1 history and science propositions are'just as memorable as
familiar_experience propositions; only at the other levels are
they less memorable.

Insert Table 7 about here

Discuss'on
Like the adults studied by Rintsch, et al. (1975) and

Manelis and Yekovitch (1976), the fourth and sixth graders in
this study found passages that have many different arguments to
be more ditticult to comprehend than passages with few different
arguments. However, the fourth graders found them relatively
more difficult than the sixth graders in that the difference in"
processing times per proposition recalled between many and few
differentwargument passages was significantly greater for them
lan for-sixth graders. This is an important finding because it
is the first evidence tor developmental differences in the
microstructure processes involved in constructing the
representation of a text during reading comprehension,.

Other studies of children's reading comprehension have shown
that younger, less skilled readers constract essentially the same
representation as mature readers. They use the same
propositional units (Keenan & Brown, Chapter 1) as mature
readers, and they connect the propositions into the same
hierarchical representations (the levels ettect in the present
study and it Chapter 1; Waters, 1978; Brown & Smiley, 1977). The
interaction of grade ana number of arguments observed in toe
present *tudy suggests, hoxever, that even thoUgh they may
construct the,same representationas mature readers, the
processes they use to do so do not operate with the same
efficiency, so that many different arguments present more of a
problem for them than for more skilled readers.
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In the introduttion of this chapter we oalined the
processes that can be affected by an intrease in the number of
different arguments. Specifically, each new argument requires
lexical access to activate its conceptual representation and its
associated information which is relevant to linking itto other
concepts. Furthermore, a new argument substantially increases
the load placed on working memory relative to the repetition of a
previously occurring argument. This is because not only is it
another item that must be kept track of, but also, because it
increases the number of items in working memory,- it can affect
the ease with which other processes can be accomplished,,such as
the search of memory tgr arguments with which incoming
propositions can be connected.

The fatt that fourth-,graters are more adversely affected by
an increase in number of-arguments than sixth graders suggests
that either their processes tor accessing the lexicon or their
working memory capacities or both operate less efficiently than
those oi. isal graders. It seems reasonable to expect that at
least one cause for these developmental differences, be they in
lexical activation, memory, or both, is a difference in knowledge
about the concepts; since fourth graders have less experience
with and hence knowledge about the concepts, they cannot access ,
them as quickly or maintain them in memory as easily. The fact
that the interaction between number of different arguments and
grade level contifiued to obtain even for familiar experience
passages, howeirer, suggests that knowledge about the concepts is
not the only factor responsible for the age interaction. It

appears that general familiarity with the reading task itself may
also be a factor.
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TABLE 1

Sample ot a HIstory Passage with Few Different Arguments
Together With'Its Propositions and Propositional Hierarchy

Long ago, soldiers who were fighting in the battlefields did not
eat ery well. They had to live mostly on tood that was.stale or
spoiled. More soldiers died from bad food than from gunshots.
(35 words)

1. (TIME: WHEN, 4, LONG AGO)

2. (FIGHT, SOLDIERS)

3. (LOC: IN,t 2, BATTLEFIELD)
.\,4 7,--- 1

4'. (EAT, SOLDIERS)
C\` 2 3

(NOT, 4)
\

.5.
k\\0, 5

6. (WELL, EAT) \
7

\

7.

8.

(VERY; WELL) \ .,

\\\° 10
(MUST, SOLDIERS, 9)

9. (LIVE-ON, SOLDIERS, FOOD) \ \ -'-`--11

\12

10. (ST FOOD) \

13 --IA
11. -(SPOILED, FOOD)

12. (DIE, SOLDIERS1,FOOD)

13. (DIE, SOLDIERS2, GUNSHOTS)

14. (CONTRAST: MORE THAN, SOLDIERS1, SOLDIERS7)

ARgUMENTS: SOLDIERS, BATTLEFIELD, FOOD, GUNSHOTS (4)

C.
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TABLE 1 (cont'd)

Sample of a History Passage with Many,Different Arguments

WinsIon Churchill ruled England during the second World War. He

made many speeches over the radio. His speeches were important

because they gave tae army and the people of England courage to
fight the Germans. (35 words)

1. (RULE:WINSTON CHURCHILL, ENGLAND)

2. (TIME: DURING, I, WAR)

3. (WORLD, WAR)

4. (SECOND, 3)

5. (MAKE, WINSTON CHURCHILL, SPEECHES)

6. (MANY, SPEECHES)

7. (LOC: OViR, 5, RADIO)

8. (IMPORTANT, 5)

9. (BECAUSE, 8, 10)

10. (GIVE, SPEECHES, 1l, COURAGE)

,11. (AND, ARMY, PEOPLE)

12. (LOC: IN, 11, ENGLAED)

13. (PURPOSE, COURAGE, 14)

14. (FIGHT, PEOPLE, GERMANS)

1 z-- 2 3 --- 4N
5 6

8 9

10 12

13 14

ARGUMENTS: WINSTON CHURCHILL, ENGLAND, WAR, SPEECHES, RADIO, ARMY, PEOPLE,

COURAGE, GERMANS (9)

4
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TABLE 2

Sample of a Science Passage with Few Different Arguments
NSgether with Its Propositions and Promitional Hierarchy

Coal is black. But it comes'fram green plants that lived long
ago. ,Th2 plants died and they rotted. They were then buried
deep into the earth. The earth's weight slowly turned ,them into
coal. (35 words)

14 (BLACK, COAL)

2. (CONCESSION: BUT, 1, 3)

3. (COMES FROM, COAL, PLANTS)

4. (GREEN, PLANTS)

5. (LIVE, PLANTS)

6. (rIME: WHEN, 5, LONG AGO)'

7: (DIE, PLANTS)

8. (ROT, PLANTS)

9: (BURY, $, PLANTS)

1.9. (DEEP, BURY)

11: (LOC: INTO, 9, EARTH)

12. (QUALITY OF, WEIGHT, EARTH)

13. (TURN, WEIGHT, PLANTS, COAL)

14., (SLOWLY, TURN)

'ARGUMENTS: COAL, PLANTS, EARTH, WEIGHT (4)

-49
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TABLE 2 (colatd)

Sample of a Science Passage with Many Different ArgUments

Divers carry.metal tanks on their backs to help them breathe
under water fox.hours. The tatiks are full oi air-. 'Two hoses

connect tne tank's mouthpiece wkich the diver holds between his, :

teeth.. (36 words)
,

1. (CARRY, DIVERS,TANKS)

2: (MVAL, T S)

3. (LOC: NJL, BACKS)

4. (OF DIVERS, BACKS)

5. (HELP,,TANKS,.6)

"NN 6. (BREATHE, DIVERS)

7. (LOC: UNDER, 6, laTER)

8. (TIME: DURATION; 6, HOURS)

9. (FULL OF,-TANKS, AIR)

W 10. (TWO, HOSES) ,

f

11; (CONNECT, HOSES, TANKS., MOUTHPIECE)

12. (HOLD, DIVER-, MOUTHPIECE)

.13. (LOC: BETWEEN, 12, TEETH)

14. (OF DIVER, TEETH)

12 13

14

-I.

ARGUMENTS:. DIVERS, TANKS BACKS, WATER, HOURS, AIR, HOSES.,

MOUTHPIECE, TEETH (9)

-501
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TABLE 3

- Sample,of a Familiar Experience Passage with Few
afferent' Arguments Together With Its Propositione

and Propositional Hierarchy

Billy's new baby sister has just came home from the hospital. He
can hardly wait for her t6 get big so that he can play with her.
Right now she just sleeps and eats. (34 words)
._

1. (POWSS, BILLY, SISTER)

_2. (NEW, SISTER)

3. A(BARY, SItTER)

4. (COME,'SISTER, H041! HOSPITAL)

5. (Clig, BILLY, 4)

6. (WAIT-FOR IIILLY, 11)

7. OIARDLY, 6)

9. CENABLE, 8, Igk.

10., (PLAy; A; sinu)
-

11. (FIME4,, NOW, 1)
. .

guER)

13.0 (.6.00 SLEEP; EN.6:

'-140',(ONLY, 13)

la

APUMENT: BILLY, SISTER, HOME, HOSPITAL ' (4) ,

r."

,
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TABLE 3 (cont'd)
Sample ot a Famikiar Experience Passage with

,Many Different Arguments

Jim went to the zoo with a friend. He saw many animals in cages.
But in the pird house, the birds were not in cageit; they flew
freely awing the visitors. One even landed on Jim's shoulder!
,(37 words)

e,

1. (GO, JIM, ZOO, FRIEND)

2. (SEE, JIM,,ANIMALS)

3. '(HANY, ANIMALS)

4. (LOC: IN, ANIMALS, CAGES)

5. (CONCESSION: BUT,'4, 9)

(LOC: IN, 8, HOUSE)

7. (BIRD, HOUSE)

8. (LOC: IN, BIRDS,

9. (NOT, 8)'

, ^

10. (FLY, BIRDS)

11. (FREELY; FLY)

CAGES)

12. .,(LOC: AgbNG, 10, VISITORS)
, .

13. (LAND, BIRD, SHOULDER)

Al (PART OF:SHOULDER, JIM)

7

3

4 5

14 13 6

9

1

fro .

\\\\

12

ARGUMENTS: JIM,* ma, FRIEND, ANIMALS, CAGES, HOUSE, BIltDS., VISITORS,

- SHOULDER
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1

TABLE 4

Mean reading times 6ecras a function of contact And number of

different arguments f.or good and a'verage readers in fourth and

sixth gkade

3

4th

6th

Good

Average

X

Good

Average

X

HISTORY ' SCIENCE' FAMILIAR EXPERIENCES 1

,-

)

. .,

FEW , MANY FEW) MANY FEW

)

,

)

MANY

,

;

17.21

22.09

19.65

15.92

20.95

18.43

20.40
,

23.65

22.63

17.71

23.67

_

20.61

17.26,

22.59

19.93

15.38

20.62,
, .

. 18.00

20 23
1

23.10

21..67

17.40

23.29

20.35

16.17

17.864

17.02

,

12.59

18,.57

15.58

17.52

22.24
,

19,88

14.28

20.69

17.49

me"
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TABLE 5

Average number of prppositions recalled (out of 14) as a
function of content and number of different arguments for
fourth and sixth-grade good and average readers.

HISTORY

MANY

SCIENCE

MANY

FAMILIAR EXPERIENCES

FEW FEW FEW MANY

Good 8.47 8.00 8.31 7.89 10.03 9.44

,4th grade Average 6.06 5.81 .4 7.03 5.69 8.22 7.72

6.91 7.68 6.79 9..13 8.58

Good 8.42 8.64, 7.92 7.94 9.58 9.11

6th grade-Average - 7.28 7.39 7.31 7.00 7.81 8.89

7.85 8.02 7.62 7.47 8.70 900

-54-,
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TABLE 6

Mean reading time per prOposition recalled..

'HISTORY SCIENCE FAMILIAR EXPERIENCES

FEW MANY FEW MANY FEW MANY

,4th Grade 2.94 3:65 ' 2.62 3.89 1.92 2.63

6th Grade 2.54 2.60 2.65 2.89 2.00 1.99

s
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TABLE 7

Proportion of propositions recalled as a function ot level
in the hierarchy and content of passage.

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

HISTORY .80 .60 .45

SCIENCE .82 s57 .51

FAMILIAR
EXPERIENCES . 74 57

-.0100*
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CHAPTER 3

Ibe Effectt of Causal Cohesion on Comprehension and Memory

Janice M. Reenafi Susan D. Baillet Polly Brown

Abstract

It is argued that coreferente is neither necessary nor
sufficient for integrating sentences in comprehension; rather,
the basis for integration is establishing a knowledge-based
relation between propositions, one type of which is causal
relatedness. Two experiments are reported in which
sentence-by-sentence reading times were collected on'two-sentence
paragraphs, where the first sentence specified a cause for the
event in Lne second sentence. Each paragraph had'four versions.
All versions had.the same second sentence and were referentially
coherent; they differed, however, in the causal relatedness of
the two sentences. Despite referential coherence,, reading times
for second sentences were snown to steadily increase as caApal
relatedness decreased. Recognition and recall memory for the
causes was poorept for the most and least related causes and best
for causes of intermediate levels of relatedness.
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CHAPTER 3'
it

Di;course Cohesion

The Effects of Causal Cohesion on
Comprehension and Memory

One of the main goals in the study of discourse
comprehension is to specify the factors,which affect the
coherence of a text and hence the easekith which it cin bt
comprehended. To date, psychological efforts in this regard have

focused on coreference. Two units of text are said to cohere if
they share a common referent, what is also known as the argument
repetition rule. '

Thia emphasis an coreference as the basis for textual
cohesion in psychological Models is due in part to a helief in

its relative importance. This belief is most clearly stated by
Rintsch and van Dijk (1978). They state, "Referential cohesion
is probably tae most.important single criterion tor the coherence

of text bases" (p. 367). It is also due to the ease with which
coreference can be incorporated intomodels of comprehension. ,
Unlike other criteria for cohesion, coreference is easily
specified, readily agreed upon by all comprehenders, and capable
of being defined without reference to particular text units.
Thus, even though Rintsch and van Dijk acknowledge that
coreference may be "neither a necessary nor a sufficient
criterion linguistically", they use it as the sole basis tor
coherence in their mbdel Of comprehension because "the fact that
in many texts other factors tend to be correlated with it makes
it a useful indicator of\coherence that can be checked eadily,
quickly, and reliably" (p..367).

Recent work by textlinguists suggests that this reliance on
corefereuce, as the primary indicator of coherence may be
misleading. Van Dijk (1977) himself has claimed that from the
point of view of text grammars coreference is actually quite
secondary. Because thaere is nothing to,prevent referentially
coherent texts from being contradiptory,,van Dijk argues that..
"referential identity, althdugh often paid attention td in
discourse studies,'i,s neither necessary nor sufficient to
determine the meaniagfulneas of composite-expressions" (p. 10.
Ue concludes that the most important crixerion for coherenOe is
not coreference but rather a relation, typically conditidnil,
between propositions as they denote'related facts n some
possible world. In other wordse, the basis for 'text cohesion is
in terms ot shared knowledge structures and not simplY repetition
of textual elements.

In formulating his position on the importance Of
knowledge-based cohesion over coreference, van Dijk (1977) was,'
working within tne framework of developing a text grammar using
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only linguistic criteria. He was not developing a process model
of cumprehension using psychological data and at the time, there
was not a,sufficient psychological data base to know whether his
position_applled,equally well to process models. It was probably
this lack of psychological data,that was responsible for Kintsch
and van Dijk's (1978) statement that "coreference is neither a
necessary nor a sufficient condition linauisticallv" (p. 367,

. emphasis added) and for the hedging in van Dijk's..(1977)
statement that "Ultimately, the connec on between propositions

\-to4!

, it determined by the relatedness of the facts denoted by them, it
s" (p. 4/). One ot the goals of s paper, therefore, is to

review -ting,evidence as well as present some new data to show

. that ii terms the factors which affect comprehension-time,
coreference ks neit ecessary nor sufficient%

If the coherence of a xt. is determined by the relatedness
of the facts it expresses, rathei-t n coreference, it is
necessary to begin examining which type: relations,haye an
effect on camprehension time. Ichus, a secon :.,1 of this paper
is to extend our knowledge concerning the types of tions

affecting camprehension times by examining the effects o sal
relatedness. We examine reading times for two-sentence texts i
which the event in the first sentence can be viewed as a cause
for the event in the second sentence. We use ihe term "cause" lo

.

include both types of causality discussed by van Drjk (1977).
That is, it*includes strict caudal relations, such that A is a
cause of B if A is a sufficient condition for B; for example,
lack of rain causes arid soil. It also includes cases where
although A cannot properly be said to cause B, it is a Sufficient,
reason for the action in B; for example, lack of rain causes us
tp irrigate our fields. We manipulate the degree of causal
relatedness between the sentences by changing the event in the
first sentence so diet it ranges from a highly probable to au
improbable, but plahsible cause tor the event in'the tecond
sentence. By examining readiag times-stor the secOnd sentences of
these texts, which are all referentially coherent but which
differ in.their degree of causal relatedness, we simultaneously
examine whether coreference is a Sufficient condition for text

'*camprehension and whether degree of causal relatedness affects
, camprehension time. .

.
. .

Is Coreference Necessary or-Sufficient for Text Comprehension?
. A principal method for determining whether a given type of

information is necessary for comprehension is to compare
camprehension times when the iftformation is present with those
when the information is absent. If comprehensiOn times,are .

longer when the information is absent than when it is present. it
is concluded that this information is necessary for comprehension
and that the extra 'time involNfed is the.result of having to

search memory and construct an inference in order to provide the
needed missing information. If there id no difference in
camprehension times between the case when the information is
present anewhen it is absent, then it is concluded that the
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information is not necessary for comprehension.

al studies using this method have shown that lack of
coref ence results in longer comprehension times, thus
suppo ting the view that coreference is necessary for text
comprehension .(11aviland & Clark. 1974; Garrod & Sanford, 1977;
Carpenter & Just, 1977; Singer, 1979; Sanford & Garrod, 1980).
For example. Haviland and Clark (1974) constructed pairs of
two-sentence paragraphs like the following, in which the only
difference between the.pairs lay in whether or not the first
sentence explicitly mentioned the referent ot tne second
sentence.

(1) John left the beer in the car.
The beer was too warm to drink.

(2) John left the picnic supplies in the car.
The beer wad too warm to drink.

In (1) the tWo sentences are referentially coherent; in (2) they
are not. If referential coherence is a necessary condition for
comprehgsion, then in order to comprehend (2), a,time-consuming
search of memory must occur to provide the information needed to
referentially bridge picnic supplies and beer. Because the time
to comprehend the second.sentence was found to be approximately
200 milliseconds longer in'(2) than in (1), it appears that
coreferential cohesion is necessary for comprehension.

A recent study reported by Garrod and Sanford (1982),
however, suggests that coreferential cohesion is not always
necessary for comprehension. Using the-same paradigm as that
described above, they constructed paragraphs so that the first
sentence'reither explicitly mentioned the referent of the s cond
sentence or merely implied it. The following is an exampl of
one of their paragraph pairs.

(3) Mary put the baby's clothes on.
The clothes were made of pink wool.

(4) Mary dressed the baby.
The cloches were made of pink wool.

Although (3) is referentially:coherent and (4) is not, it took no
longer to read and comprehend (4) than (3). Across a wide range
of materials, only a nonsignificant 7 msec difference between the
two types of paragraphs was'observed. Thus, coreferentiar
ahesion does not seem to be as necessary for comprehension as
the earlier studies led us to believe.

The critical difference between Haviland and Clark's (1974)
materials and Garrod and Saford's (1982) materials seems to lie
in the'degree to which the first sentence implies the antecedent
of the second sentence. The difference is not the result of the
structuring of the'two sentences; rather. it is the result of
one's knowledge about the objects and events mentioned in the
sentences. To illustrate, the concept, to dress, in parrod and
Sidford's example, necessarily entails the presence of clothes;
one cannot.dress without cliythes. However, the concept, picnic
sunplies. in Haviland and Clark's example; does not necessarily
entail beer and, in fact, for the mpre temperate among us, beir
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would not even be suggested by uicnic supplies.
Combining this analysis of the difference in the semantics

of the twojaragraphs with their different results in the .

campreheniion-time paradigm yieldathe followin&conclusion.
What is necessary,for comprehension is nat,the presence of
explicit coreferencee-bbt ratheethe presence af knowledge-based

c_ cohision. 'Because the,,farst sentence establishes a scenario that
has as one of ita parts a concept ot event iientioned in the
second sentence, the secand,sentence coheres by virtue of heing

'involved in the saline knowleage structure. ,

It might be asgued thatGarrod and SanforiCs (i982) tesulti
merely show that same lexicaLdecamposition is tequired in-the,
:representation of verbs, and-that coreference-- either explicit
or by-virtue of decomposition -- is still,necessary for the ,

caiprehension ot,textst However, there are other
nonreferentially coherent texts to which such an argument,could
not apply. Consider the-following Axample.',-

(5) Things were getting very tense.
Suddenly John-,punched George and knockea him out.

MAry started screaming.
I ran to the phone and called the police. '

-Kathy ran for the,doCtor. ,
Although this text is generally considered to be coherent, none '

of the five aentences are referentially, coherent. Furthermore,

-no-siMple decomposition...of any of the-verbs'would:tender them
referenOally coherent. Thus, it apOits that referential

-- coherence -- either explicit or by decomposition -- is not a
necessary condition for'cohesion in text,camprehension (cf.
Sanford,4 Garrod,

The next question we need to consider is Whether coreference
isa. sufficient condition for text cahprehension. Coreferenca'
Can be said;to be a suttidient'dandition for text comprehension
if it can hi-shown that whentwo text units are referentially'
coherent., no inferential processes are reqUired to comprehend

them. _

,We are awar.e_a only One study in the literature:which
addresses .thIS issue. This is a Study by, Habeglndt_and Bingham...

(108). They used the sametamprehension time paradigm'as that
'described above, with the exceptions that the paragraphs wete
three sentences in length and both members ot the paragraph pa
were referentially pberenc- The only difference between the
hehbers of the ciair wasAm tne verb of the seCond sentence. In

,
-"*.--one,mahlser-of the pair, thesverb was chosen to he causally

coherent with'the preceding and. following sentences; in the other
membem, the verb was chosen to be'unrelated to the action of'the
preeding and following sentences. ,The following is an -example
of one of,theirfparagraph paUs.

L-
(6) 1. Brian punched.GeOrge. /

..
' z. George called the doctor. ^

0 ,
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3. The doctor arrived.
(7) 1'. Brian punched George.

2'. George liked the doctor.
3'. The doctor arrived.

Of interest was the reading time for the third sentence. If
referential coherence is a sufficient basis for integrating texts
in comprehension, there should be no difference in reading times
betwe,en (3) and (3'). If referential coheaion is not sufficient
and knowledgebased coherence is also necessary) then (3') should
take longer to read than (3) since it Lacks causal coherence. In
fact, Haberlandt and Binghardfound that (3') took much longer
than (3) to read and comprehend, suggesting that referential
coherence is not a sufficient condition for text comprehension.

A potential problem with the interpretation of Haberlandt
and Binghaed..(1978) results stems from the fact that
comprehension times ditfered not only for the third sentences of
each pair, but gso for the second sentences. As McKoon and
Ratclitf (1980), point out, there are sequential effects in
reading times such that,a dlow reading on one sentence can
producs another alow reading on the subsequent sentence by virtue,
of a simple "spillover" of 'reading time. This raiset the
pbssibility that increased reading times for° the third sentences
in Haberlandt and, Bingham's causally_ unrelated triples were due
to "spillover" effects from the second sedtence, rather that lack.
of causal cohesion.

One or tile goals ot the experiments reported in this paper
is td examinelihether coreferential cohesion is a-sufficieit
condition for text comprehensiormunder conditions that-exclude an
interpretation in terms of "spillover" effect's. A second goal of:-:

thisresearch is to provide a firmer basis.Ehin that piovided by
Haberlandt and Bingham's study for the claim that the speecl-with .

which propositions can be integrated is deteriined by the
relatedness of the fiats denoted by them: Thus, inStead oY
contrasting the erfects of presence'or absence-6f causal

relatedness On compreheisiuon time, we manipulate causal
relatedness over four levels.of relatedneds, tanging4from highly
probable*to improbable, but plausible. Ve.assume that the time
to 'establish a causa1 connection is a function of the a priori
relatedness of the events in memory such thatthe more highly
related the two events are in memory, the faster 'one can
Construct a causal cennectioh befween,them #nd hende comprehend
them. If it can be mown that comprehension timedecreases,as
causal relatedness increases, this should provide very compelling;
evidence that text comprehension is' affedted by the degree'ot
causal cohesion between events.

The experiments use the comprehension paradigm described -

,above with tyosentence,paragraphs,Inch al that shown'in Tqle 1.
There are four versions or each paragraph.' All versions hive-the
same second Sentence, add in all versions, the second sentence is,
careferential with the first, as indicated by the use of a
prondun in the seciOndsentence io'raer to,the'propsenoun 'of the
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first sentenCe. ln each versioeffie firat sent-ace describes an
event tnat can be construed as the-cause ot the.event described
in the second sentence. The 4iffetences between the,four
versions lie in 'the rankedlkelatedness of the event specified by
the first sentence to the event in the second sentence, with ,

'level 1 referring to,theomost related and Level 4 referring to
- the least related.' Levels of-relatedness reflect differences in

1 the prdbabiliiy of the firit event causing the secand event.
,

,

If-coFeferential cahesion is a sufficient condition for text

t.
comprehenston, then, there should be no difference in

i......
corehensio time fot the second sentence acrosethe four

, versiims heCause in each case it is the same sentence and is
preferential with the first aentence. On the other hand, if,
preferential cohesion is not sutficidnt for comprehension and
cafisal cohesion must also be established', then comprehension time
,for the second' sentenCe'should increase as its relatedneis to the
first sentence decreased.

. , .

, Insert Table 1 about here
... ..,

Experiment 1 ,

. 'Method'

Materialsl, Constrdstion of'the materials required two'
phases., The first phase involved finding a set Otevents whie
.had multiple causes igd whase diudes spanned a broad range, of

relatedness to'the events. 'A large set of events, together with
theit'posaible cahsest,was compiled and subjected to e'norming

,Istudy in order,to Obtain likelihoOd ratin-gs,for each of ihe "

cautis. Forty=sdbjects, who,did not partieipatein the present
experiments,lwere given booklets, where each page of the bOoklet
-listed,an elent at,the ta0 (e,g., a house fire). follOwed hy.a
list of diuses,(e.ge,a"lightning strike, kalling adteep witti a
burning cigarette, faulty wiring, child playing with matches,-'

, unattended grease fire in,kitchen, spOntaneous:cambustion in
1/4. garage). Subjects were asked to rate each cause on a' five-poine

satle in termwof how likely it was as a cause of,the event, It

tUrned out that for many of the events, the average differende in
, the likelihood of the Causes was'either,too smal1 or too variable

Co lie suitable foi use in a reading time paradigm. Such was the
case, forinstance,'yith'the'house-fire example giVen above,

:where across ahbjects, the various causes-turned out to.bi
approxiMately equally fikelto cauee die event. There were,"
howevert eight events whOse-causea consistently,spanned a broad
-range of Tel.atedne* mid it was these,eight that were used to ,
construct tht paragrapha for-the experiments. (The factthat'
there were.onlyeight reflects more'on the poverty "Ot our
imginations thipi on,the uniquenesis of,theseeventa.), The eight,
events' were: a badly briliaed thilA, taking ouCa bank loanl
going to see a doctor, a politiciaddeciding.not,ta run for

,
ce-etection, joiningAhe Peace Corps4:1)ecoping uncpniCious,
gettinrundressed, having/red bumps on the*Ain.

, .

4 ".1

,
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The second phase consisted of constructing four versions of
each paragraph, With each version,involving a dkthrent cause of
the target events and then norming therelatedness of each .

paragraph version. This second'norming ntuay_was deemed
necessary in order to ensure that by efessing the events as
referentially coherent sentences in which the cause preceded the
event we did not alter the rank ordering of the causes obtained
when they were judged as simple eventsphrases with the event
preceding the cause.

For each of the;eight events obtained from the firet,phase,
we selected the four causes that represented the broadest range
of rated likelihood. Each of the four causes was expressed in a
sentence-which becaMe'the first sentence of a paragraph irersion.
The event itself was expressed as the second and target sentence
of the paragraph. To illuitrate, therexample in Table 1 was
constructed on the basis that repeated punching was rated as the ,

most likely cause of a child being bruised. Falling off a bike
was rated as next Most ikely, followed by parental abuse; going
oft to play was considered to be a fairly unlikely cause of a
child being bruised.

All second sentences were constructed to be referentiallY
coherent'with the first sentence by using a pronoun in the second ,

sentence to refer to the proper noun ot the tirsE sentence.
Furthermore, all Second sentences were constructed to be exactly
12 syllables in length, so as tb minimize variabilitf in reading
times across the different paragraph' sets; the number of words in

, these sentences ranged from seven to twelve. Equating sentences,
in terms of number of syllables rather than number of words is
the method recommended by Haviland_and Clark (1974). It was '

impossible to similarly constrain ehe length of the first'
sentences because the different ,causes often varied,considerahly

I A

in the number of words needed to exprean them. We Eherefore
simply ensured that there was no systematic'increase in numher ot
syllables or words in the first sentence with aecreased
relatedness to the,second sentence. :The average number of
syllatiles in the,firstsentences at each level from most highly ^

related to,least re1atedyere0.3, 22, 23, and 11. Because the
first sentences of least related canses are the shortest in-
length, this should eliminatethe possibility that any
"sPillover" effects (McKoa'Et Raecliff,, 1980) could account for
any observed increases i4 reading times tor thenecondlsentences,
ofthese pairs* Care wai alsd taken to ensure that frequency and
iMagability of the Vocabulary.nsed to express the -causes mns
similar across relatedness levels.

After the e.ight paragraph,sets were constructed, they were
given to 48 new subjects. who did not,participate in any of the ,.
:Other experiments; to rank the veraions in terms of..,the .

relatedteis of the'two sentences. 'The subjects were given
booklets, where each page listed the,four vereions of a given
paragraph .in randdm order. Four differept_raidom orderings were ,

used. 'The results-oCthisranking-task Showed that expressing
,<
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the eVents` in referentially coherent sentences , did .iao t alter the' 4--

, ' orderinkof the- relatedneis among the versions.
Proceduie. The_ eXpérimeift was implemented `dzi a PO, -1.1/11)

,.
, _computer whicp is' equipped With software:to control:four .L

independent, doufid-shielded,. ,aubject.:statidas -Situltaneopsly.
Each pibjeCt statiOn cb'nststa_ of a CRT and button' box fo,

-'- colle
..cting responses, < -._.,

,, .
,

:. .. The, paragraphs Were preSented- on the cn, ode sentence at a-: ,.

'title,. s-Each.-paragraph- Was Preceded by a sCreen stating !Vey,
, ,

.-> Paragraph, The subjectethen pressed' a button to 'receiVe the' -- --i
,

3

(.. first sentince of- the Paragraph. Subjects, were told to- reaa the,
% .. , sehtence 'bath qujckly' and Carefully and to7press a Anitton when

, t
. -.t. ' 'they understood it.- - As sdOn at the subject presSed the , button,

r the sedqnd Sentence was presented.. When'the, subject pressed the
,. button, signaling comprehension of, the second ,sentence a, screen

, was, 'displayed whi-ch seqUested the sUbject to Write a sentence ,

,..- 'Which continued'. the' thought of the first two -iiikEendea.. This was
. , . . ., , .

'done, 'to ensure,_that -the, subjextswereP actually ieading,the
senteicesIor comprehoision -and not'just Pushing huttone.
,Co4tinuation aeittenceit'wer Written on,sheeta of paiPer provided ',
at the ,subject stations.- VEren the subjects, finished writilig the, -
continuation sentenCe, ,tNey pressed 'es button *dal, caused ,the
."New Paragraph" sereen ,to be displayed and the 'whole sequence of
eVents to ibe -repeated With the next :paragraph .:,-, -1

.StibjeCts receiwed.one practice paragraph, and" one Version 4
_ of the eight etperimental paragraphs, Only -one, practice ' -

- paragraph was iiedet4be0ause this experVaent follbwed another - ;:-

, . eiperimencwhich'seived to famillariz,e _the Subjects-With the ,,/ A

pragedure of reading, text-on- the CRT and- iressing buttOms ,- The
eight, experitiental',Iparagritphs:were *presented' in a' different

, random 'order icor each a*hject. ', ' , , -
. - , - ,,

' Af ter/ all 'the 'paragraphs*, had been presented, the sUbjects
,, , were asked to' rite the relatednesa of eaCh yeriithIciaf each, .

. -,,,, ,* . -paragraph using a kivei-point scale, (1 al Highly Related and 5,

Mt. Very Re4ted). Thi4 was 'done' td ins'-ure that thp differencee in relatedness between' the versions held, for tkese Subjects anti,.

...'S %... '. to,provide a pore sens
1itive measure of re4tedness than the-ranks,, ) 4

obtained' in :the, eail.ier no.rming study, Ahe ratings were
collect!" from ,hookletstwheie each, pagT liated the four' vergions

a given paragraph in random orkr. Fdtir different random .

`Orderinga wer,e used. - . : . ,
. )10,ftaign.., The main independent variible, degree of causal

, 'relatedness, hid four, ievelS and, was manipulated within subjects.
4' Each subject tead only one version, o,f each. of the eight

, , 6:Verimenti1 paiagraphs, with two paragraphs at each of _the.fourt,
r'Ovela of relatedneas.,':Assignment of paragraplls' to level of':' r

- ,relatadness was counterbalanced across subjects by using, a
Latii-sivare design with four groups of subjects? 8,134, eight .

sajecti., per ,group: '..s, ,....., ,
."..

r \ ) ) . /
) . ., c .

1
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.1 Bubiedts. ---Thirty,two adults f<rott} the 'University of Denv.erc
. me?unity were paid for their5 articipatiiin in theexperient. -t ! Results ' sp.

r\ - 1 ) c r. C Reiratediets' Ratings. Baseline every subject: rated ,e-4iery c_
yeteron Or every paragraph.; it was postiibld to analYe the
,relatednifs' r a,tings trOtIng both paragraphs and subjects as ,

random,factors; level or relatedness' from sth'e earlier. ranking
3 ) . aiticii`was the ally fixed- fester. Theresults of this ,analysis , Ishowed:a n4hly`aignificant, effect of levelrot relatedness. F'(3,

,

31) =12.57, 2 5 .001, MSc = 4.075. -The average ratings for each , , -
,

. level are, presented-An Table 2. AsTa,ble 2 shows, rated $.
retfateduese steadily 'decreases acrOsn the. four levals':

' NewmanReuls taste, showed bhat,Level 1 versions were rated as ,

e, :signi#cantly 'more related4than Leval '2 versiont (g.(2, 31) 214.37, .01) ;,LavIl 2:versibns,were rated signifiCantly mire
related tlien level 3 Versions ,(4,0, 4..,18, 2 ' ..0l); 'and ,

, Level 3yersions were signifitently mote' related then Level 4),
) versiOnfk (q(-2,- 31) = 12.54, 2 ( .01). There was lase) a <;aignifidant etfedt( of peragraphs (F(7, 217) = 9.85, <' .01, MSe

= 0.8463), and a,significant interaction of earagraphs with level
of relatedness (F(21, 651) = 5..56v.'c.01, MSc =0,0.5904).
Although aVery `paragraph shOwed.a ateedy decrease in rated
relarednees across the-four leveie, with the exception of one
paragraph that hdd a tic (for levels 2.'4nd 3, the interaction was -

produee'd by the--fact that _the, slope of thil decfreasing function
verised <across paragraphs. The (fact that the rank orderina of

)

the versions
J derived feat he relatedness ratings exactly ,

k,correeponds (to the earlier rankings validatesthe perceived, , ra

X differences in the- tauial .relatedtreis ,of the four versions. 'The
question of interest is- whether these perceived differences'
-affect reading `times fOr the second sentence' er whether 'reading
timea are 'only' a function of . ooreferential coherence.

Insert Table' 2 about here

Reading Times'. The average,reading times for"second P

sentences as a function of ceugal. relatedness to the fin:It
'sentences are alsO i:)esented in Table 2. As this table shows,
the time required tb read and comprehend, a .s'entence is
significantly affected by the relatedness of the sentence which
precedes- it, F(3, 84) = $.61, 2 < 4601, MSe = 0.2484. Sentences

(preceded bY Level 1 sentences were read significantly faster than
those precede,d by_ Level 2 sentences. q(2, 84) ,3 ,49, <
The "difference betwean 2-and Level 3 is not significant but-is in toe-right' direction. Sentences preceded b,ys Level
sentence's- we;.e read significantly faster than those preceded byleVel -4, sentences, q(2,',84) = 3.73, 2 _< 01. The linear trend is
highly .iignificant-, F(1, 84) = -26.61, p, < .004 and there is 'no
significant quadratic or cubic trend. 7

.r
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There wasalso a significant difference in first Sentence
readinutimea as a function ot leVel.of relatedness, F(3, £14)'

< .001i'MSe 1:0342. However, the pattern of reading
dines here is quite_different from that observed fot second
sentences. Most importantlyi-whereas Level 4 second sentences
were read the slowest,"Level 4.fiistaentences were readithe
fdistest. This result therefore eliminates the Passibility that
spillover effects from the first sentence caused the'increased
reading time on fecond.4eniences'of Level 4 versions:: The
readingetimes for first'sentences directly reflect the
differences in the ,number Of 4yllables for these sentences.
Level 4 first,sedtences' had the,fiewest sYllables (11). and were
read thdcfaitest (3012,milfiseconds); followed by Level).
sentences (13 syllab1e53263 millisecirnds), 'then Level 2
sentences,(22 syllables, 4564 milliseconds),and Level 3
sentences (23' syllables, 4641 milliseconds).

( Discussion ,

The purpose of this experiment was,to determine whether or .
noccorekerenti)al cohesion is a Sufficient Condition for text
comprehension. The evidence,atrongly aUggests that it as not.
Although second sentences.were always coreferential with the
'first sentene. reading times for tnese'sentences varied with the
content of the first sentence. Specifically,: the higher the a

? priori relatedness'of the event in,the second sentence to the
event,in tne firtt sentence.,)the fa5Or the second sentence Could

0

beread. This:result sUggests that the presdnce of coreferential
-Cohesion is not linfficient for-comprehension. It showS that the

4. integration of tentences in comprehension must involve

^establishing-some relation between them, since th:p. tiMe to
comprehend is sysiematidally related to the strength Of this
relation.

: -Cme might object to.this conclusion...however, on the grounds
that.reiding timea for the second sentences reflected not the'

',time to cumprehend them, is we have been suggesting, but rather
the time to think of a contindation sentence. Wall that after

_.treading each paragraph; subjects were required to construct a
;sentence which,contipued the'thought of the paragraph. Although

'4., :they were told not to-construct the continuation sentence until7
they had pressed, the buttonAignalling comprehension of the
Second sentence, it is possihle that suhjects did not always

these.instructions.

reasonable to assume that the time required to
constrUct,a -contiduation sentence'wouid be a function of the

40 __relatednesa of the eyents in the first two sentences. Thus', if
subjects were constructing continuation sentences before pressing
the button to terminate the second sentence, the obtained
reAation between reading time and causal relatedness may simply
reflecr the effects of causal r$latednesson the ease of *

constructIng_continuation sentetices. In other words,.
= coreferential cohesion'may in fact be a sufficient condition tor

text comprehension; And causal relatedness may only be relevant

cs-1,
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to the construction of continuation sentences. If this is true,

hoWever, then it oneeliminates the requirement of constructing -

continuation sentences, there should be na difference in reading
times for second' sentences as a,tunction of the causal
relatedness of the first Sentence, On the other hand. if causal
cohesion is necessary to camprehOnsion per se, apart tram any
involvement in construction of continuation sentences, then even
when the continuaaon task is eliminated, reading times for
second sentences should 'vary as a function of the relatedness of
the first sentence. Experiment 2 is.designed to resolve this
issue by repeating Experiment 1 without the continuation-sentence
task.

Experiment 2
This experiment differs from,Experiment 1 in two respects.

First, a set of "yes/no" comprehension questions were used in
place of the sentence continuation task as a means of ensuring
that subjects vete comprehending the paragraphs aqd not j6st
pressing buttons. The 9uestions were designed sorthat subjects
could not anticipate them ahead of time. In this way, ieadini
times for the sentences reflect only the time-to comprehend the
senence and are not open to the possibility, as they were'in
Experiment 1, of including the time required to execute.the
comprehension test.

The second way in wnicn this experimsnt differs from
Experiment 1 is that it includes both a recall and a recognition
test for tne causes (specified in the first sentences) of the
target events. It has often been cfaimed that causally foherent
texts are more memorsble tnan causAlly.unrela5ed textp (e.g.,
Schank, 1975; Handler & Johnson, 1977), and recent evtdence by
Black and Bern (1981). using free recall and cued recall
Trocedures, supports this.contention. However, there hae been,no
lnvestigation.of memory as a function of degree of causal
relatedness. Does the strength of the causal connection a ffect
recall medory, such that the more related the cause is to the
event, the more Likely it mill be recalled? Or is it the,case
thlit tue only'thing that determines memory is the presence of
same relationship, so.that related texts are recalled better tflan

, unrelated texts with, no ettect of degree of relhtedness?
Anotherluestion we were interested in Witil whether the .k

relationship between the relatedness of the cause amq memdry for
the cadse woul differ for recall and recognition teits; There'

is some'evidence in the literature to support this hyPothesis.
For examois, Bower, Black, and'Turner (1979) and Graesser, Gordon
and Sawyer (1979) have shown that recognition,is better for
actions that are unrelated to a text script than for typical
script actions. while Black and Bern (1981) hacie shown that
recall is poorer foi unrelated texts than related texts. Thus,

we might expect to tind highly related causes better recalled, ,

but more poorly recognized, than lowly related causes. In other
words. subjecamay be mord.likely to recall'how Soey's body got
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coveredwith bruises when the cause is something fairly common,
such as-a fight, than something somewhat unusual, such as child
abuse; however, they may be more likely to recognize,something
unusual, such as child abuse, than something more cammon: such as
a fight. c-

kMethod
Materials. The materials consisted of the same eight

paragraph sets as used id Experiment 1. In addition, there were
eight "yes/no" comprehension questions, one for each paragraph*
Four cm tfte.questions required a "yes" response and four a "no"
response. The qnestions were,designed do that the answer was the
same regardless ot wain version of the=paragraph was read. This
.was accomplished by haVing the question refer to same aspect of
the event in the second sentence, which was the same in all
versions. For example, the comprehension question for the
example given in Table 1 was, "Was Joey likely to be feeling
pain?"

Nine filler paragraphslOore also included, with one serving
as the practice paragraph. Like the experimental paragraphs, -

these paragraphs were rwo sentences long and were followed by a

comprehension'question; but hnlike the experimental paragraphs,,
the firsG sentences of these paragraphs did not specify a cause
for,the event id the second sentences. Instead, a variety of
other relations, such as instantiation and scenario inclusion.
conjoined the two sentences. The fillers were included for two
reasons. One was to make sure that the.results of Experiment 1 .

were not due to subjects adopting same speciaX strategy as a
result ot discerning the causeevent form of all the paragraphs.'
Including Miler Oaragraphs whose second sentences could take a
variety of relations to tae tirst makes it less likely that
subjects will adopt an,expectation or strategy for causeevent
relatedness. The other reason for including the fillers was to
lengthen the experimental seftion and thus add time to the,
retention interval between reading and the memory tests. -

The memory tests concerned only the.eight experimental
paragraphs and examined memory for the causes specified in the
.first sentences. The recall test was.a cuid recall test, with
-the events in the second sentences serving as the cues. The
eight cues were in the form of questions; for,example, "Row did
Joey get his bruisep?" The recognition test consisted of eight,

, fouralternative, forcedchoice items. It used the same question
Cues as,inthe recall test, e.g "How did Joey get his bruises."
folIosted by alternatives which'corresponded to the four possible0

1111- causes'from the four versions. e.g., "(a) his'brotheF beat-him
up, (b) he fell off his bike,. (c) his mother beat him, (4) he.got
into trouble at a nleighEsor's house." 4

Procedure. The procedure was similar to that of Experiment
1,.witn the paragraphs being presented on a CRT screen. one
sentence at,a time. ,The difference was that as soon as the
subject pressed the button to signal comprehension of the second
sentedce, the cOmprehension question for that paragraph appeared
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on the screen, rather glen instructions ta write a continuation
sentence. Subjects responded "yes" or "no" to the comprehension
queition by pressing either of two labeled buttons on the
response panel. The response panel wss equipped with lights
above each of the buttons so that feedback on the accuracy of
responses to the questions could be given by.briefly. lighting the
light above the correct answer as soon as the.subject responded.

'The presentation order of the paragraphs was randomized for
each subject with the constaint that the first three paragraphs
fol.lowing the practice paragraph be fillers. This was done to ie
eliminate any warm-up effects on the apparatus because, unlike
the suojects in Experiment 1, the only,experience these.subjects
had with reading text off the CRT and pressing buttons was in the
instruction phase or tne experiment.

When the subjects completed reading the eight experimental
and eight filler paragraphs and answering their questions, they
participated in two other text comprehension tasks which took
approximately 35 minutes to complete. They were then given the -

recall test followed by the recognition test.
Deaign. The main independent variable, degree of causal

relatedness, had four levels and was manipulated within subjects.
Each subject read only one version of each of the eight -
experithental paragraphs, vim two paragraphs at each of the four
levels of relatedness. Assignment of paragraphs to levela of
relatedness was counterbalanced across subjects by using a
Latin-square design with four groulks oT subjects and nine
'subjects per group.

.Subiects. Thirty-six University of Denver undergraduates
participated in tue experiment id return for either payment or
class credit. Nine additional subjects were run in the
experiment but excluded from the analyses because they made more
than one error on the comprehension questions.
Results

ReadinR Times. The ayerage reading times for the second
sentences are presented in Table 3 according to level or causal
relatedness. The fact that these times are considerably shorter
(X = 2407 milliseconds) than tnose in Experiment 1 (X.= 2938)
lends credence to the notion that reading times in Experiment 1
may have included same ot the time required to construct
continuation sentences. However, the fact that reading times in
this experiment again shovi an increase with decreased levels.of
causal relatedness demonstrate; that causal cohesion has, its
effects not simPly on tne construction of continuation sentences.
but also on the comprehension process per se. Tte main effect of
causel relatedness on second sentence readrng'times was highly
significant, F(3, 96) =,5.76, p < .005, MSe = 0.122. The linear
trend.was.also highly signifibant, F(1, 96) = 15.99,,v< .001;
the quadratic and cubic,trends were not significant..
Newman-Keuls tests showed thst target sentences preceded by Level
1 causes were read significantly-faster than targets preceded by
Level 3 causes (q(3, 96) = 3.46, < .05) and Level 4 causes
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(g(4, 96) = 4.92, 2. < .01), but not Leve12 causes. Targets
preceded by Level 2 causes Were read significantly faster than
those,preceded by Level 3 causes (2(2, 96) = 3.12, 2 < :05) and

7..Level 4 causes (2(3,'96) = 4.57, 2 < .01). The difference
between Level 3 and Level 4 was not significant.

Comprehension Questions. Causal relatedness had no etfect
on tne subjects ability to correctly answer tne comprehension
questions. Mean percent correct for the four levels from most
related to least related was 93, 93, 95,,and 96.

Inseri Table 3 about here

Recognition. Table 3 also presents the recognition data
according to level ot causal relatedness. Level of relatedness
had a highly significant effect on subjects' ability to recognize
the causes (specified in the first sentences) of the target
events, F(3, 96) = 5.03, 2 < .005, MSe = 0.27025. However, in
contrast to the effect on reading times, the effect on
recognition performance was not linear; the linear trend analysis
produced a nonsignificant ,V1, 96) = 1.48. Rather, there was a
highly significant quadratic trend, F(lr 96) = Li.59, 2 < .001:
NewmanReuls tests showed that Level 2 and Level 3 dauses were .

recognized approximately equally well and significantly better
(q(3, 96) = 4.17, < .01 and A(3, 96) = 3.21, < .10) than
Level 1.ancl Level 4 causes, which were not significantly
different, Thus, recognition is best for causes of intermediate
levels of relatedness and poorest for highly related and
uhrelated'causes.

Recall. The recall data were scored for gist by two
independent judges; discrepancies were resolved by a third judge.
'The results are shown in Table 3. Level of relatedness again had
a highly significant 4tect. F(3. 9,6) = 10.62, 2 < .004 MSe =
0.27199. As in the recognition data, causes of intermediate
levels of relatedness wert remembered the best. With,the recall
data, howeVer, bath the quadratic and the linear trends were
significant; for tne quadratic-trend, F(1, 96) = 20.02, 2 < .001,
and for the linear trend, 1/(1. 96) = 11.77, 2 < .01.
NewmanReuls testi showed that Level 4 causes were recalled
significantly more poorly than all the otheis (q(4, 96) = 7.67, 2
< .01; AS3, 96% = 5.75, 2 < .01; 2(2, 96) = 4.47, 2 < .01).
Also, the difference between Level 1 and Level 2 was marginally
significant,'q(3, 96) m.3.20, 2 < .10..
Discussion

At. the end'of,Experiment 1, an objection was raised that
reading times for second sentences may have been contaminated by
the time required to think of cohtinuation sentences. If so,
this would permit the possible interiretation that'comprehension
times are not necessarily influenced by causal cohesion, but only
coreferential cohesion, and that effects of causal cohesion sre
confined to the time required to construct continuation
sentences. The results of this experiment, however, elimihate
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A
this interpretation. Because subjects could not anticipate ahead
of time the naiure of tne comprehension.questions, it is

reasonable to assume that the only thing they were doing while
the second sentence was exposed was comprehending it. And.
because comprehension times'were shown to steadily increase as
the causal relatedness of the events decreased, it can be
concluded that coreferential cohesion is not a'sufficient
condition for text comprehension; rather, one must also try to
establish causal cohesion.

The results of the memory tests provided some unexpected
findings. First, bOth recall and recognition provided somewhat
similar patterns,of results; this was in contrast to our
expectation that lowly related causes would be recalled more
poorly than highly related causes but recognized ds well, if not
better, than highly related causes. Least related causes were
least well recalled, supporting'our expectations and the results
of Black and Bern 0981);-howevei, they were also the least well
recognized. It is possible that the discrepancy between our °
expectations for the recognition data and the actual results is
due to the fact that the rcognition process was contaminatedby
having performed the recall test first. As Handler (1981) has
argued, recognition,can.be accomplished on tne basis of either
reinstating the context, as in recall, or familiar4y. Having
just taken a ibcall test on tne same information thay have biased
the subjects to recognize the items in terms of the same strategy
they used in recall:t- reinstating the context thus yielding
the same pattern of results on the recognition test as cin,the
recall test. Futnre researc will need to determine whether this
pattern continued to ma ta when recognition is not preceded by
recall.

It should be noted that there was some difference between
the patterns of recall and recognition slata. Specifically, tfie
difference between least related and most related causes on the
recognition test was small and not significant; whereaadn the
recall test. it was large_and significant. In.this respect,.
then, there is'a difference between reCognition and recall
performance, and tne difference coincides with our expectations.

in that lowly related statements fare worse on recall relative to
the other statements than on recognition.

Perhaps,the most surprising result to emerge'from the memory
tests was the finding that highly related causes were not
recalled very well. Although their Were recalled significantly
better than tne least related causes, they were nonetheless
recalled significantly worse than the causal& of intermediate
levels of relatedness. There may be'Séveral ways to explain this
finding, but perhaps the most reasonable explanation lies in the
&mount ot processing required to establish the causal connection.
Jacoby and his colleagues (Jatoby, 1978; Jacoby, Craikl & Begg,
1979) have shoWn that tne memorability of an event is otten a

functiodrof the amount of processing it undergoes in encoding:
the more processing, the .more memorable the event. It could be
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argued that highly related causes undergo relatively little
processing in encoding and for this reason are less recallable
than causes of intermediate levels of relatednesa.

Why might Level 1 causes undergo less processing? Level 1
catses often so strongly suggest the target event in the setond
sentence, as tur examOle, repeated punching by eameone bigger
suggests.bruises, that the target event can be expected or'
activated-before the second sentence is even presented. Thus,
when the second sentence is presented, it requires little
processing, as reflected by the reading times. Because no search
process is required to find the causal connection, the events
undergo relatively little processing"and,are thus.not very .

memorable.

In contrast. Level 2 and Level 3 causes never strongly
suggest the target event in the secondltentence; for example, one
can fill off a bike or have mother get angry without ever
incurring bruises. Thus, comprehension of these catiies does not
activate an expectation of the target event to tacilitate
comprehension of the second sentence. Instead, camprehension
requires searching memory for tneAinferential cOnnection;
consequently, reading times are longer and the events are more
memorable because they undergo greater processing.

Note, however,\that there is a definite constraint on-the
extent to wn4cn more processing leads to better memory. Level 4
causes must involve_the greatest amount qf processing. and 'yet
they are the least. memorable. Thus, it appears that a second
factor must also be involved in determining the retrievability of

'-the causes; namely, the strength of.the'inferential "connedtion. .

If increased processing-only results in a tenuous 'causal
onnnection, then it cdnnot facilitate memory.

Further research will certainly be necessary to establish
the exact nature'of tfte relationship between memory and causal
relatedness. One of the factors which makes our results
tentative is that tne number of'wor4s used to express the causes
was not tightly controlled. Because the average number oi words
in intermediate level causes was greater than that for highly
related and least'related causes. it will be necessary in future
research to exclude the possibility that memorability is:
determined by number of words.

Conclusions
Two,contlusions kin be drawn fram,this paper. One is that

with respect to tne processes involved in integrating texts in
camprehension, coreference ihneither sufficient nor necessary.
The second is that the causal relatedness of events affects,
comprehension time such that the stronger the causal link between
a cause and an event, the more quickly the event can be
comprehended.

Further research is needed to explicate the types ot
information that are relevant to determining the strength of
causal relations. In.this study, causal relatedness was
specified in terms of ratings of the likelihood of the cause);
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being sufficient conditions Or sufficient reasons for the events.
But, other victors undoubtedly affected these likelihood ratings,
such as the length of the inferential chain connecting the two .

events and the salience ot the events_due to personal expetience
with them. In fiture research we hope to assess the independent
contributions of these various factors.

Further research is also needed to explicate the rules
governing the pragmatics of discourse which determine such things
as the range of causal relatedness values acceptable in ,

discourse. In this study we purposely avoided using either texts
in which the event was a necessary consequent of the cause, as in
She was in Penver oonseouently. she was in Colorado, or texts in
which there was no possible causal connection, because such texts
seem to violate the pragmatics of discourse. Thus, our Level 1
causes were always highly probable but not necessarily entailed;
similarly, our Level 4 caUses were improbable but not
implausible., What is needed is a theory of the types of
expectations Comprehenders have about the Level ot description in
discourse which, together with their knowledge about possible
relations between events, governs tne ease with Which events are
comprehdnded.
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TABI4R,17,

,

. ,
. ,

,Eiamplea One-of die Paragroh S. ets-Useel'in 4xpetiments l'ana 2.
'(Level tefers ta-the rink relatedness;_df the version,

withA. =lbst Related)
. _

. .

i,evel .,'

. ,
.

,

-- ,---- l Joey^s big' brother punched him again mid again.
The next dity ils body wag. covered with bsuise8.-(1.19)*

_

i

.

J
, 2 Racing down the hill, Joey tell otrhis biker.,

.-The nextqlay his body was covered *ith btUises: (1.59)
..

-.1 .

3 Joey's -crazy mother,became furiously angry with him.
The next day his botly-4as- covered with bruises. (2.72)

Joey went:.toaYneighbor's,house to play.
'The next, day his body was covered with bruises.. (3.9a

.- -

-

7

S

'..*Relatedness raiings obtained in the present study.
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Average Relatedness Rstings and Second Sentence Reading Times (msec)

As a Function of Relatedness Level (1 = Most Related)
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/
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Aftmliga Time
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The Role of EAcoding'and Retrieval Processes

in the 'Recall of Text

/0.
,

.

Susan D. Baillet Janice M. Keenan

" Abstract .
, This study.is a mddified replicatiOn of a study'.by Anderson r

. i
and Picbert (1918).%,-Subjects read threestOfies taking a . .

particular perapective for eacif.'recalIed each'atory from that'
.,,,,

perspectixe, and either immediately or atter one Week,.recalled .

....-- the stories againfroM a new perspective. 'leis concldded that
what is recalled from a text is a funation of #election processes
operating_at both the time.of encoding and 7the tide ofretrieval.-

r .

Specifically; Oh& encoding framework.induces selective
. elaboration,oi textual-Informaton which results in,differeifial, r-

)racCessibiliST ot thia-informatsion in memprt. Although. the .

retrieval frameirork Canalso 'oper'itefselectively in making ; -, ..:

cerE information more accessible tor output.---if is ultimately -

..t...s,

cons,zi d-by the accessibil4y or',information as determined by ----',

the
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framework.
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The Role ot' Encoding and Retrieval

CHAPTER 4

The Role or Encoding and Retrieval Processes

in the Recall of Text

Much current research on memory for text has been based on
the'assumption that encoding processes ate the primary
determinant of what s remembered from. a text (e.g., Rintsch,
1974; Anderson & Biddle. 1975; Craik & Tulving, 1975; Schallert,
1976; Rozminsky, 19//; ond Thorndyke. 1977). Although'some
research on text has investigated possible effects'of a retrieval
context on memory ,. the resulta of tnat research have supported
the belief in the importance of encoding processes (Bransford &
Johnson, .1972; Dodiing & Mullet. 1973; Thorndyke,- 1917). Thus.
current research on text memory has accepted this view and has
concerned itself with examining,tne tactors which Control the
types of processing occurring during encoding. Howyver, this
prevailing beliet in the dominance of encoding factors has.been

4, challenged recently by an experiment by Anderson & Pichert
(1978).

In Anderson-4Picitert's (1978) experiment, subjects read a
373-word story, taXing one of two possible points of yieO, or
:perspectives,.as they did so. The story.contained-two sets of

. target infOrmation such that one set was relevant to each
,

Perspective. When the subjeCts recalled the story, they.recalled
more'information that was relevant to the perspective they had
ylken.while reading the story than to the alternate perspective.
However, when die subjects were given the alternate perspective
as Elretrieval cue ,for a second recall, trial, they.recarled more
information relevant to the new cue than to the original

. perspective. Pr6fiously unrecallable intormStion was recalled in
response to-a new'perspective, indicating that information
unrelated:ro the oiiginal perspective-was stovd in memory as

,,Weil as informaaon that Was relevant torhat perspective4

,Andersón & PiChert (1976-interppeted their results in light
.of a retrieval schema set up by the new retrieval cue. which
allowed access-to:prOliously unrecallable, but encoded;

_ information. While they stateithat it is likely thatImth, f
encoding and'retrieval effectsylay a.rore in memory, 'bey
that in their study,"readers yust lalle'deve16pe1 a richer
representation for the story matei4a1 than, could be accounted for
solelyin terms of the dominant schema.brought into play by the
pOrspective instructions. Otherwise there would have been no,

.

information in the recetses of the mind. which Could he'tecgqeied
when the perspective. abifted.".(p. 10>

8
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4 Even more recently, Britton, Meyer, Hodge, & Glynn (1980)
also found that retrieval processes are responsible for-selective
recall, rather than encodi)ng pfbcesses. 'Britton et al. (1980) ;

compared-free recall to cued recall of paragraphs that were high
or low in the texc hierarchy (see Meyer,'1975, for'a.description
of' how the test hierarchy is tormed). A paragraph low in the
text 4erarchy contains information which is important,to thee- .

text as a wooLe, and which is likely to be recalled. A paragraph
that is high in the text hierarChy contains less important
information. which is less likely to be recalled. ,

Britton et al. (1980) found that in the free recall
condition, more information was recalled from the paragraph that
was high in the text structure than frdia the paragraph that was
low in the text struccure. In the cned recall conditions,
however, membry for the Low paragraph was as good as.that for the
high-paragraph, suggesting that intormation tram the lbw
paragraph was in memory but was not accessible without the'
appropriate retrieval cue. Thus, the results of the story by
Britton et Al. seem to support the conclusions presented by
Anderson & Pichert (19710 concerning the role of retrieval
Probessed in text memory.

Since Auaerson & Pichert's (1978) results and those of
Britton et al. (1980) are contrary to earlier research on both
word lists and texts (Thomson & Tulving, 1910; Tulving & Thomson,
1973; Thorndyke, 1977), and to the prevailing view thatencoding
processes are 'thesource of selective recall, it is important to
scrutini e their procedures and results very carefully. In dOing
so. we filid a number ormethodological factors which may be
responsib e for/their findinis.

inciple factor which may.be responsible for giving the
impression that so much inforMation is available in memory
regardless-of the encoaing perspective is'the Sehgth of'tne delay
interval. In Anderson & Pichert's study, the first recall trial
occurred twelve minutes after the story had been read, and.the
second recall trial was within the half hour. Britton et al.
also fused inm 'ate recall. It may be that the encoding
perspective.did ave a significant influe de on the type of .

processing that.JLafolation in the text derwent, but that with
such a short 4e1ay, items with even a al amount of
prateasing wr)e vailacle ahd ihcessib i memory. Keenan
(1975) has1Øwn .that memory for ,even\ th'e s ace fqi-m of a lext
cap be retai ed ior up .1.o 'twenty/minubes .afte. 'reading. The
acéessibilit of these less-proces 'rens .uld then-have been
determined by the retrieval p pective. owever, if a longer
delay had been used, 'the sva lability of all information would be
reduced, thus renoering dif rences in availability more
aPparent, and'a differenc in recall as a function of.the
ehcoding perspective might have been demonstrated.

Zile Second meihodological factor that may have'contributed'
tt;i rasults obtained. by Anderson & iicnert (1978) and by

Britton et al. (1080) is the use of intentional' memory
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instructiots. Given:explicit instructions that a memory test
wilt follow the.story, a subject is likely to try to remember as
much ,of the story .es possible, regardless of the encoding

framework. If an incidental task were used, this problem would
be avoided.

The third point Will= may have contributed to the results is
the length of the.story used. The texts used by these
researchers were so.snort that it is likely that muchfot aii.of
them could be encodea fairly easily, especially when the
instructions specifically.requested this. If a longer test were
used, the reader may be forced to encode only.a part of the
illformation, and an eirect or an encoding perspective could be
more clearly determined. Thus. in these two studies, the
techniques used to measure the effect o'f the retrieval prociss .

leave doubts as to the generality of the conclusions.
The arguments presented above might lead up tofFeject the

results of the.studies by Anderson &,Pichert (1978) and by
Britton et al. (1980). However, a study by Hirst*(1980), which
does not suffer from the methodological flaws present in the two
studies discussed above, provides evidence supporting the.notion
that encoding processes may:not be the source of selective
recall. .

Hirst's (1980) experiMett i astudy of memory for
matheiatical proofs. Hirst reasoned that the Ability to artk out
a proof is facilitated when a problem can be identified.as
belonging to a,class of problems for whiCh the general form of
the pLoof is known. Once the general rule is knownl a new
problem of the same form can be easily solved. Hirsf sought to
teach his gubjects rules for various types of problems by
presenting instructiOns aboutthe rule either before a

111

to-be-studied proof, atter tne proof, or notat all. He viewed . .

i-%the instructions as i fo of'context analogous to Bransford'& '

-Johnson's (1972) picture c utext, because knowledge of lIe .- .

general rule provides a framework with which to comprehend tile %.'

proof; given after tne proor, the rule's effect wOuld have to be
.,

on'retrieval.
.

4 ., . .

Measuring recall or rue first step of the study proofs, %
'Hirst found no difference betweet the instructions-before and the
instructiong=after conditions; though subjects performed better'
with instructions than they did on problems where they receiived
no instructions. Simila'rly,'subjects ould geperalize the rule

. 6 4,..

,tp newjproblems equally well whether the instructions had come.. f
..

before or after the study iroof, and they yerfbrmed.better n it
.:

. .

.
they did on new problems for'which no,Tule had been learned.

Hirst interprets tnese restlts as etidence.fu construction
.

,occurring at the time of retrj.evall since a rule given aftep thee
.,

study proof facilitated recall of tne first step of that proof as ...

well ss did instructions given before the study proof. however, .

it-should beAnoted that when the rules were presented after the
. proofs, 'ehe.deIay was.the length of a five-minute ;e0sbreak, .

while the test was the following day. Furthermbre, the subjecls.

. -84-
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hdd been given 15 minutes.to study and memorize the 'study proofs:0
unlike Bransford & Johnson's (1972) subjects who heard a passage .

once. After this much study, it is possible that the.proofs
would be encoded strongly enough for the subjects to be sole to
apply the rules presented after the proofs'as well as the rules
presenceo oetore the proofs. Because ot tne very short delay
used, and.the amount of learning before the rules were given, it
is not clear that Rirst's results'unequivocally demonstriite a
retrieval phenamen of the kind that Anderson and Fichert (1978)
postulate. Nevertheless. Hirst's results are suggestive that
retrieval processes may have more of a role in memory than is
currently believed by most researchers.

The experiment described here is designed to determine the
validity,of the claims that selective recall is a function of
processes operating at the time of retrieval rather.than during
encoding. The.experimental procedure is somewhat similar.to that
'of Anderson & Pichert (1978). The materials involved stories
that were written such.ttat they can be read fram one of two
perspective's. Subjects read the stories from one perspective,
and were tnen sexed to recall the stories.. Following the first
recall trial,they were given the alternate perspective for each
story (this manipulation is rererred to as a perspectiye.shift)
and were asked to recall each story again. Of major interest are
the data rram this second recall trial. In particular, we are
interested in determining whether our subjects. like Andrson &
Picheres, cam recall more information relevant to the second

recall tr}al Oas damipulated. Half of the supjects were given
ithe alternative perspeCtive and wert.asked to recallfthe stories
again appro'ximately twenty miOutes "after their'first recail
trial, while the o e waited a weelt between the first and
second recall trial . By-introducing a weeK delay between

' reading and recall, we are greatly reducing the overa1.1 le101 of
accessibility,of iniOimation and are-Abaft permitting any. .

differences in accessibiliCy. which mly be due to -ihe encoding
perspective,-to be demonstztated:'

.
.....

. A second way in which this scudy 'differs from that of sl ,, .

.
Andersohr&-Pichert is.that instead or'instructing subljects to

read the a-tories in.preparation for a memory test:, our subjects
were instructed to read the stbries in Order to maice a jungmeht

1,
.concernihg a question that rel.ates to.'eadh story. Fop example, ,

.',

one o.t the stoiie's is a murder"mystery storY, and the subjects

. were told Co read the stoiy in.order td Betermi:na the'evidence
. against 1"Oltrtichlar catractii, as.if they were.cawyers -desiring

. tO convict that sulqiecta :Because af.the deMand characteristios
of a memory eipefimelt, a subject tol.d to ieadst.story in.' .

preparation foi apes y test iplikely tp try te'remembor as
Ie

%' 85"' w.4

perspective, following the perspective shift, than they could
recall on tne first recafl trial.

However, this procedure differs from that of Anderson &
Pichert's in several.ways. First, the delay interval betweep.
xeading the stories and Chi- perspective shift for the second

V 90
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A

much as posaible regardless of any encoding perspective. By

asking the subject to read tne story in order tO answer a 41

question concerning the encoding perspectivie, we are maximizing
the probability tnat an effect of the encoding perspective on
memory will be demonstrated in the data.

Third, this study uses more stories, more complex stories,
and longer stories than did Anderson & Pichert, who used a short,
fairly simple story, most of which could be encoded after one
reading. The effect of an encoding perspective would not be
evident if the.entire story nad been encoded. Because the
stories used here are quite a bit longer (908, 1286, and 21
words) and are more cumplex, it would be impossible to remember
all of the information from all three stories after one reading.
Therefore, a possible effect ot tne encoding schema is more
likely to be shown here than.in an experiment with a short,
simple story. ,

Finally, in tnis study both the title of the story and the
goal ior which the subject is reading are manipulated during
encoding. Each story was written such that both perspectives are
directly related to the content of the story. Either perspective
is a'ptausible title, since eachsperspeotive is directly related
to.the plot. Similarly, each perspective provides a reasonable
question to be presented to tne subject as.a goal for reading the
story. Therefore, it is possible to independently manipulate the
title and goal given to the subject, and still maintain a
reasonable "real-life" task.

When the title and goat are mainipulated independently, they
can either refer to the same perspective or they can each refer
to a a,Literent perspective. In this experiment, both of these
conditions are examined. Let us first take the case where the

. title and goal refer to tne tame encoding perspective. This
condition is referred to as the Consistent condition, since the
title ano goat are consistent with each other.' When subjects in
this group initially read the story, the title of the story, and
the question for wnich they.are asked to read the story refer eo.,
the same subset of inkormatiou,in the story. For example, they
may read tnat tne title of th story is 'A Nephew Kills his Uncle
to Gain Inheritance," and thq may be asked to see what evidence
could be used to convict Walters, the nephew, of the Crime.
Later, however, before the subiects are asked to recall the story
a seCond.time, they are given the alternative,perspective in the,
form of a new toal, which they are asked to think about prior to
recalling\the story_again. tne example above, the new pal.
would be'to think about hoW to covict Boardman., _the secretary
(the other suspect). So, before'the second recalr trial;
subjects read theoriginal title plus the new goat, which refer
to ditterent sets.of information. 4

... .
The case when the encoding title and goal differ is rekrred

ae tne Intonsistent.condition.. Before rdladitig,tne story,

'subjec4A ift 'this COndition read's title spa goal that each refer

to'a different wspectivg., For example, the title might be "A 41
. . At Y 436-

,
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Nephew gills his Uncle to Gain Inheritance", and the subject
;

might _be abked to,determine how a lawyer could cdnvict Boardman.
the secretary, of the.crime. Then, before the second recall
trial, the new goal relating to convicting Walters, the nephew,
would be presented, along with the original title. So, in the
Inconsistent condition. the title and goal differ at encoding,
but refer to the same perspective at the second recall trial.

A third condition studied in tnis experiment is the case
Where neither perspective is:referred , and the title and goal
are neutral. This condition is call he Control condition.
The control title for the story ref red to above is "The Murder
of Ellington Breese," and the goal is to determine which suspect
is the criminal. Control subjects do not participate in the
-perspective shift manipulation.

The reason that it is important to separate the effect of
' the title from the effect of the reader's goal is as follows. It

has frequently beet demonstrated that the title of a story, or
its text structure, cin influence what is recalled, presumably by
manipulating the importance.of certain elements of the story to
the'text as a whole (Rorminsky, 1977; Meyer, 1975). However,
Meyer and Freedle (1979) accidentally found that a reader's
interests can override the structurally determined mnportance of
elements ih-a-text when their subjects, public school teachers,
read a text which referred co tne dismissal of public school
coaches.. The information recalled by these teachers did not fit
the predicted pattern. because their particular interests. rither
than ithe text'structure, determined what information was
inportant. 'Therefore, since the interests or goale of the reader,
can affett what is recalled independently of the topic of the
text as indicated by the title or text structure, we seek tb
determine which.aspect of the reader's perspective is more
important in affecting what is recalied.

The'major questioh we are interested in is whether recall is
determined by selective processing which occurs during encoding
ot by selestive retrieval mechanisms. To answer thi# question we
will looie at memory for information rerevant to tne two
peripectives during the first and,second recill trials, and will
compare the performance of subjects in rnif immediate condition to
that of subjects in the delay condition. If retriever prosesses
determine recaAl, tEen when subjects are given a newperspectiVe
for the second recall trial, we would expect them to recall more
information relevant to tuat perspective thfra.they did on the
tirpt recall trial. Furthermore. we would expect the same result.
for subjects in both the immediate ehirdeiay conditions.

If,.however, only encoding processes determine recall, then
information related to tae eucoding perspective should be
recalled better than other information during both recall trials
and at born delays. It'this tC'cursi then it wauld suggest that
the results of those researchers who have found evidence lor
retrieval processes may be.due to tne particular materials and
methodology:
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A third possibility is that both'encoding and retrieval
processes have a role in determining what is recalled. Since in
the immediate condition, the secOnd recall trial occurs so soon
after encoding, it is possible that some information related to
the new perspective would'be accessible in memory and would be
recalled if the appropriate retrieval cue is presented, even it
this information were less"strongly encoded than information
related to tne encoding perspeZive. If this were tne case,
subjects in the immediate cond*ion would replicate the reiults
of Anders6n & Pichert (1978). Howe;fer, if the finformation

related to the new perspeative is only weakly eti/coded, it may not
be accessible atter a week, in'which case those subjects in the
delay condition would.demonstrate only an effect of the encoding
perspective. Thus, a difference between the immediate and delay
conditions would suggest that both encoding and retrieval
processes are involved in determining recall.

If the data establish that encoding factors help to
determine recall, then we may ask whether the selection ot the
information to ,be stored is controlled by the title of the story
or by tne reader's goal. For_this question we must compare the
performance of the Consistevand Inconsistent groups. relative
to the Control groups, who receive neutral titles and goals. If

the title is more important in determining the perspective, then
there will be little,difference between the Consistent and
Incosistent groups, since the title cue does not Change between,

the two recall trials tor either group. Recall for both'groups
would be primarily determined by the original title received
before the story was read% If the goat.is more important, again.
there will be little diff0ence between the Consistent and
'Inconsistent Kroups, since for both conditions the goal does
change between the first and second recall trials, anerecall
wi141/bflmimarily determined by the goat.

However', if,both the title and the goal contribute to the
perspective taken the reader, then the selective etfectof the,
encoding schema on the first recall trial will be attenuated for
the Inconsistent group, since both perspectives are cued when tne
title And goal -differ; and information about bOth topics would be
encoded. Similarly, the passible snortterm effect of the'
retrieval schema on the second recall trial for sdbjects in the
immediate condition wilt be attenuated,for tile Consistent group,
een bnth perspectivevaie.died by thepresentatiOm Of the
origianl title and the,new goal. Since previous research
(Anderson.41 Biddle. 1975; Rozminsky,,, 1977; Greene. 1977) has
demonstrated that wnen tested inSividually, the title and*the,
reader's purpose cam goth.affe"ct recall. it ls expected thein.
this experiment, bath the title and the,goal.will affecX recall.

Method
Sub.ecta

Ninety people trum ehe University. of.Denvevand.the
,University of Portland areas served Itasubjects, They ranged irt .

age from.15.to approximately.55, Twentyone additional Silbjects
4 -88
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were run but their data were discarded; ten of these subjects
chose not to complete' tee experiment. and eleven answered the
question posed in the goal rather than rdcalling the stories'
(after tnese earlY subjeects were detected, more emphatic .

;instructions were introduced). Subjects were paid and some
received course credit as well.
Design

Subjects were ranaomly assigned to.one of six groups
representing the combination of Group (Consistent, Inconsistent,
and Control) and^Delay (twenty minutes ana one week). The data
were collapsed across the three stories. For the two'
experimental groups (Consistent and InconsiAent), there were two
main factors under investigation: Orientation and Information
Set. Orientation refers to the combination ot the title and the
goal presented refers with each story. For the Consistent group,
this was either Title 1 and Goal 1 or Title 2 and Goal 2, while
the Inconsistent group read either Title 1 and Goal 2qr Title 2
and Goal 1, For each story, there were two intormation Sets.
each referring to specific statements from the atory. Also
included in the analysis was tne rector of 'Order,. with three
leveli, representing a counterbalanced order of story
presentation. Order, Orientation. Delay, and Informatio e

were crossed; subjects were tested in Order, Orientat n, and
Delay. Thus. Information Set was a witninsubject actor, while
Order, OrientatIon, and Delay were betweensubject factors.

For the Control group, the design was the same ai for the
expefimental groups, with %he excepeion of the Orientation
factor. The Control sUbjectS all recdived the same, nonbiasing
titles and goals, so there was no Orientation factor. (See Table

'1 for an outline ot tae design for the Consistent and
Inconsistent groups.) .

Insert Table I About Here

Thirtysix subjects served in each of the two.experimental *

groups: eighteen per delay, nine per orieitation. and three per
( order. Ekghteen subjects served in the ool group: nine per
delay and threejer order.
Materials'

The materials consisted oeehree stories, written or adapted
from other sources in such a way that each could be about one of
*two possible topics.- The Housetalk seory; written bi one oe the
authors. is 1286 words long, and concerns a ycuhg couple who weht.,,
on a nousewalk, or tour of thiee houses. Nithin thee story,' the
identities of the tworyoung people.are unspecified, allowing the
title to manipulate wno tney were and their purpose in attending'
ithe tour. One experimental title identified the ,couple as
Anterior deeigaers. studying the decor 6i-the houses qpiterior
Design Studentg Study-Classic Homes"), while the (Aher
experimental title namea tnem 1)urglars looking at possible houges
to rob ("Enterprising Burglars Check Out Future Jobs"). The

9,8
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control title was neutral toward Elie two possible topics ("Young

Reporters Investigate 'How the Other halt Lives").
' 'The Murder story, adapted" from "The Murder of Ellington
Breese," from the Baffle Books (Wren 6 McKay, 1929). is 908 words
long, and contains infdrmation implicating two men in the murder
of a wealthy businessman, tholigh there is insufficient evidence

,to.convict elther man. Each of this story's experimental titles
points dt one of the two suspects as the killer: "A Nephew Kills
his Uncle to Gain Inheritance", and "A Secretary Kills his
Employer to Gain Power". The Control title mas "The Murder of
Ellington Breeae":

The Boardinghouse story, adapted from James Joyce's "The
Boarding House", portrays a series of events primarily involving
two tnaracters, Mis. Mooney (ihe proprietor ot tne boardinghouse)
and Mr. Doran (a boarder): This story was the longest of the
three. at 2171 words. Each ot tne two experimental titles
highlights the actionsOf one of the two characters: the titles
were 'Mrs. Mooney Marries Off her Daughter", and "Mr.'Doran's
conscience Forces him to Marry". The Control title vas "The
Boaidinghouse".

, Subjects were alno.given a goal for which to read each
etory, which could complement Or differ from the story's title,
for tne experimental groups, or which waq neutral, for the
'Control group.., Fôr the Housewalk story; the Control group was
asked to just read the-story in anticipation of being asked to
make an unspecifted ,iudgment. The Consistent and Inconsistent
groups received. either Goal 1, which was'to decide which holae
was'decorated most attractively"ind which would be'the nicest to
live in. or Goal 2, whith was to decide which house would be the
easiest to rob, with easiest access and the best loot.

For the Murder'story,. the Control group's goal was to decide
which suspect'was the culprit. Goal 1 far the experimental
groups wan En decide how A lawyer would convict Walters, the
nephew, of murdering his uncle. Goal 2 was to decide how a
lawyer would convict Boardman, theaecretary, of killing his
employer.

The COntrol'group's goal for the Boardinghouse story ilas to
thinkabout the.motives and behavior of the people in the story 1

for a question which woula be asked after the story was xead.
Goal 1 for the experimental groups was to think about the motives
for tne nenavior of Mrs. Mooney, yhile Ghat 2 vas to think abolt
ihe motives for the behavi f Mr. Doran.

Esch story contains in rmation relevant to tne point of
view determined by each of, the titles and goals. In the
8ousewaik stor9, the deaor of the houses (interesting to interior,"
.designers) and valuable, portable objects (interesting to
burglars) are described. In the Murder story, evidence and ,

motives relevant to both the nephew and the secretary are
. included. And.in the Bodainghouse story% the benavior and
moayes of both of'ipe primary characters are portrayed. The

Contents of the two information sets tor each story were
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I determined by means of a rating study.
In the rating study, a panel of eight jUdges read and

evaluated the stories in terms ofrhe two persOciives for.each
story. First. the Murder story ano tne Boardinghoute story were
edited samewhat from the original versions, to'reduce their
length and, in tne case ot the' Murder story, to delete a clues'
which could be used to'identify the true killer. Next, the°
sentences in each story were broken down into their constituent
clauses, Which were marked by placing a slash betweren each pair
of clauses. Then the eignt judges read each story with the
purpose of rating the relevancy of each clause to each
perspective.

To rate cue stories. each judge read each stoty a minimum of .

three times. The first time through, the judge read the atory to
familiarize him or herself with it. Therjudge read the story a
second time in order to rae each clause in termsof ita
importance to one point or view, and.a third reading allowed the
judge to rate each clause in tirms of the alternate.perspective.
Thus, each clause was rated twice, puce in terms of each
perspective.

Each clause was rated on a Scale ot 1 to 5, with a score of
1 indicating that the astute easily he eliminated, and a score of
5 indicating that the,clause was very important to the point or
view. The scores for each rating were summed Over the eight
scorers. If a clause scared at,least 30 points on dne
perspective and no-more than 15 On'the other, then it Was chosen
to De part or the target information set tor the perspectiye on,
which it received the high scores. Therefore, the-target clauses
were rated as releVant to only one of the tWo perspectives.

By this rating system, none of the stories,had the same
number`of claAes per.information set, so proportions were used
in the analytis of the results.
The Murder story had 10 clause's related toone suspect (Walters)
and 11 clauses related to-ihe other suspect (BOardlian). ,The

Housewalk story had 17 clauses related to the Interior Designers
and 11 related to the Burglars: The Boardinghouse story had 22
items relevant tp Mrs.11ooney the prbprietor of the-
boardinghouse; and 47 related to Mr. Doran, the boarder.

Finally, a questionnaire concerning the subjects awd
perceptions of their behavior during the'experiment wee cadpleted
by each Subject. Tile purpose of this questionn'aire was to
determine whether the subjects had followed,the instructions to
maintain a petspective while reading and recalling, and to
determine whether they felt they had. indeed, Written everithing
they could recall.,
Procedure

Subjects were tested in aroups of one to ten: Each subject
4orked independently. followifig written instructions which
idformeethe subjects tnat they were to read the stories in order.
to answer particular qUestions. The subjects were then allowed
to read the stories at their own pace. ,After the subjects
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finished reading the stogies, they were toldnthat there would be.,
a.short task berore'the story=relatad questions-were to be ,

answered.- A "Memory Precition_Task" was 4stributed and the .

subjects were asked to spend aPpKoximately ten minutei writing
frOm memory two piecei of "literature such as the Nat4onw1,
Apthem; the 4edge or AlLegiance, a prayer,,or, a poem; this ;

filter task is similar 'to thAf used by Anderson Et,Pichert (1978).

' The purpose of _this task-was'to introituce a short delay,in order
to minimize verbatim recall of the stories. ,

- After completion of the mem ry ftecision Taik, each subject
was given:the first recell trisk.,,Theliritten instructions
exphrisized the necesaity ot writ ng down everythinfeverything
the shbject could remember, And he experimenter'reiteratet this

point orally. As recall cues, the su,bjects were provided with ,

,both the tit14'of the stories and the,goals tor which they Ilad
read the stories in tne same order a% the,stories_had been read.
The subjects wrote the stories" from memoty,At their-own pace.

Alter recalling the three stories, the subjects in the Delay
4 /

condition left, whilethose in the Immediate condition were given
a shortbreak ig they desired. '7he next tatk was a'filler task,

desighed to introduce a delay of approximately 20 minutes. Thit

task involved ordering scrAmbled statements or pictures into a ,

story, determining the importance of each item to the story, arid

writing i summary of tne story. T4e story Used An this task,w4s,

not one of,the 'three ,the subjecs had read earlier.
Following the tiller task, the subjects" were given trie

. A

sedolkyrecall test; this time, s recall cues, they were providel

1 with tne title they bad read'aeencoding and the goal they had
not read earlier. -For the Consistent grou0 subjects, this meant

that the title antethe goat now cancerned differeht information
sets, while for the Inconsistent group shbjeCts, the title and ,

goal now referred to the same information set. The'ontrol
groups, having read a neutral goal'atencoding, received ouly
stories titles asNretrieval cues on both' recall trials. Again,- f'

the instructions emphasized that the subjects were to write down
as much as they could remember, and explained that the new goal
was presented onlY tn-retaind them of the story, not as a question

to be answered. Then tne subjects were free to recall tne
stories t their own pace.

'Fi allyrthe-subjects filled out the debrieting"
questio e. The entire experiment took between,two and three 4

,hours ro the Immediate,group subjects.
Wh the Delay group subjects returned after aveek, they

were,g en tao second recall test and the dehrieting

.61estionnaire. "Thus, the prOcedure for the two,groups was
identical exceptifor fhe amount,of de1a3, between the first and,
second recell triali, and'the amission of the story-ordering
filler iask for the Deiay condition subjects.

1
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Results
Scoring, , ,

_The two procócols iroduded by'each snbject were examined for
-,presence of the target clauses.forbeach information set that-had .'

been'identified in the_ratng procedhie. ,Statements in the''
,protOcols tliat nid not,corrAispond to ihe two information sets
were noc scorea. Thut, in4i1king'about amount or recail, we
will always be referring ably tp'ehe amount of earget information

- recalled., ProtocOls'were scbred for tne gist of a target clause
rather than forverbatim recall, Recall of part-sof a target
clausi,was counted as a cc4recr. recall of the targee. The ,

prototols were_codecr.to Rifrient,the'scorer fram.knowing,tne
predictea resuXes forcetch(iSubject. After approximately

,oni-thied of the.protocolit had been scored, the scorer checked
those already scored to ensure consistency of sCaring. After all
of the protocols were,scorea. an independent-judge, also ignorant
of tne predictions read and zhioked,t4elve protocols for .

accuracy and consistency of'scoring. There vas a 'question nbout
thetcoring of only one clhuse, which was resOlied,hy discussion. -

In oreler to analyze the dato,.the number of target clauses
recalled for each'informationsset for each story was converted

groportionby divi4ing the-number ralled by the total
number of Carget clauses in toat inrormation set; in order to
eqbate for unequal targgt set,size. ,Analyses vere performed on
.proportions, but-the data are 'presented here in percentage); for
ease of exposition.
First Recall Trial d

TabLe,2 presents the data,fram the .tirsc-recall,trial:, Of
-major, interest in examining the data is the question of whether'',

;
the titles tnd goals nad any, influence on the amount recalied
from each of the two,information sets. In order to answer this
question, however, we first,need to examine ene data, from the
Controlpgroup to see if the two informition sees are equally
memorabte-in the,ebsence ot any'biasing titles or goals. As it
turned out,,the two sets were not equally memorable, F(1,12) it

9.71, MSe = .002, < Information Set 1, which ,included
items relaterf:to tne interior Designers. Mrs..Mooney; and

, Walters., was,more memorable (14.8%), than Information.Set42', which
included itemscrelated 40 the, Burglais, Doran, and Boardman
(30.2%).

Despite the presencenf this'inicial.hias in memorabilitY:',
' nonetheless, far theexperimental groups, the,orientdtion created

41.y the-title ana goal proved to be the controlling factor in

,determining the amount recalled frau eaCh of the,two inforMation
sets. Ahis is most evident intpedata-rpr the Consistent
groups, Where there Was a hgh1y significant interaction between

, Orientation eIntormation Set (F(1,24) is 22.48, MSc = A029,
< .001); Titt Seti. - Goal,Set 1 aubject,s'resalled 40.2% of
Informatión Set,l,and-only 36.64,of.Intormationdet 2, While
Title set 2,- Goal Sot 2'subject5 recalled 41,6% of Information

, Set 2 arid only'33% of IntormatiOn Set I.

P
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The in uence'of titles and gafls on the selectivieY of
xecall, is so. apparent in the -ddtator tne Inconsistent groups,
although. the effect Yere is somewhat less straightforOard.
Recall that in tne Inconsistent groups./the title highlights one
set of information while the goal highlights the other set. The.

effect of this manipulation was to make both setegt information.
equally memorable as evidenced by the lack of aimain effect of
Information Set and the lack of an interaction'between
Orientation.and InformationSet. The fact that Information Set 2
was Less memorable than Information Set 1 for the Control group
but was equally memorable for the Inconsistent groups shows that
the titles and goats had an eifect on recall in that tney
overpowered the initial bias ,toward Informgion Set 1.

------________ ...............

Insert Table 2 About Here

In terms of the overall/amount recalled for each of the
three groups, there was a tendency for subjects in the '
experimental groups to recall more of the target information than
subjects in the Control group. Overall amount recalled was. 37.9% ?

for the Consistent groups, 36.7% for the Inconsistent groups, and
only 32.6% for the Control group. Although tnis result suggests
*that reading for t specific goal increases overall recall .

compared to the general goals given to the Pontról group, this
difference in recall did tot,prove to be statistically_
significant, g(2,8/) w 1.481 MS sm.01.

Second Recall Trial .

f The data tor the hecond recall tiidl, that 1.s, the recall -

trial following a perspective shift, are presented in Table 3.
The questions of maior interest in examining these data are
whether the perspective shift resulfs in a greater amount of
resell from tne intorkatibt set referred to by the,retrieval
perspective than the information set referred to by-the encodi4
perspective, as was found by Anderson and Pichprt (1978), and if
so, whether.the effect obtains in the delay condition as well as
-in tne immediate condition..

Insert*Tabil-3About Here
.t.

Let us first examine tne data from the Immediate conditiOn;
Looking first at the Consistent groupi, we find that when
.subjecth wdo endoded the storips with Title 8et 1 Goaltet 1
were given Goal Set 2 as.s.the retrieval perspective, they recalled

0.
more from Information Set i (36.9%) than from aformation Set 1
(31:5%). While this differende is not statistically significant,
recall tnht on the first recall trial, when these subjects were

, given doal set 1 as the retrieval perspective, they recalled more
from Information Set 1.(40%) than from Information Set 2 (38%).
Furthermore, a cOmparison of the amount retalled from each
Infotmation pet in the two recall trials reveals a significant

- 94
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interaction between Recall Trial and Information Set (F(1,6) = .

7,44. ne_m_A00,24.il AnA4,,thia_group stemonstrAtes
skom Shift id teciLD pattern as a.functian of the retrieval .

perspeCtive (here determined.b.y the goal Set) as that reported by
Anderson ahd' Richert (1978). However, it is important to note
hat the percent of items in the information set cued by the new

,retrieval,perspective retailed in the second re6all trial does
not increas overall relative to recall of that information,s,et
in the firs recalll trial; rather, the results suggest an
amission of unrelated information. This contradicts Anderson and
Pichert's (1978) proposal that new, previously'nnavailahle
information is accessed by the retrieval cue. 4

A similar pattern is found in the results ot subjects who
encoded the stories with Title Set 2 - Goal Set 2, and were given
Goal Set l'as a retrieval cue for tne second recall trial. On

that trial, they recalled more information from Information Set 1
(35.1%) th.an tram Intormation Set 2 (34,7%). Althaughthis .

difference is not significant, it represents a substanqal shift
from thepaftern Df rectal obtained tram these subjects on the
first recall trial when Goals Set 2 was the retrieval
perspective; ou that trial, they recaged more from InAmation
Set 2 41.4%) than from Information Set 1 (33.6%). When the
results tram the tirst aild second recall trials are compared for
thia group, we find a significant Interaction between Recall.
Trial and Information Set (F(11.6) = 22.04, MSe = .0007, 2, < .01).

This group also demonstrates a shift in recall as a function ,of
retrieval perspective. :While recall or Intonation Set 1 does
increase from retell trial 1 to recall trial 2, the increase in
items recalled is smatter (33.6% to 35.1%) than is.tbe decrease
in iecall ofihems from Infarmation Set 2 (41.4% to 34.7%),
suggesting once'again that Die perspective shift may be due to
aniision of-irrelnt infOrmation rather than au increase in
accessibility of relevant xntormation.

Examining the data from the Inconsistent groups in the 7

Intmediate'condition, we find twat wnen suhjects who enco4ed the
stories with Title Set 1 - Goal Set 2 are. given Goal Set 1 as the
retrieval cue, they retail' more from .Infomation Set 1 (31.1%)
than froM Information Set 2 (25.9%); however, this difference was
not significant.. Neither was tnere a significant interaction.
between Information Set and 'Recall irial,,although the pattern of
results indicates the same kind of perspective shift shown by the
Consistent groups. Recall of Information Set 1 decieaiet.from
34.1% to 31.1% from recall trial 1 to recall trial 1; while
retail of Information Set 2 decreased much More sharply, fram
36.1% in necaIl trial 1 to 25.9% in recall trial 2. pus, there
is a suggestion of an effect of the retrieval perspectiVe (Goal
Set 1) at the second recall trial.

The results from the inconsistent subjects in the Immeaate
conditiOn who encoded the stories with Title et 2 - Goal Set 1
ind who were given Goal Set 2 as a retrieval perspective also
indicate a Shift in recall as a tunction of,perspective.. These

-9-
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subjects recalled "Significantly more kom Information Set 2
-(2z,5%) -than-trom-InfOrmation-Set I -(20-7%), 14-140 As.8,:59(, MSe =

.005, .a < .05. When these data ard compardd to the data from the
first,recail trial, we rind a significant interaction between
Information-Set and Recall Trial ('(46) = 30.4, MSe = .001, 2. <
.01). Again, ietrieval perspective_seems not to increase the
recal or tne related information, but to Lessen the decrease of
recall between trials compared to the unrelated items.

The length of the interval between tirst and seCond recall
trials in the immediate condition of this experiment corresponds

to tne interval'used by Anderson and Pichert (1978), and; as we
have seen, our data nicely replicate their result of a shifein

. recall as a function ot'pefspective shift. We have noted,
however, thawhile there ia nshift in the pattern of recall,
there is little evidence that the new retrieval-perspectiVe leads
to an'increase in the overall percent of related information
recalled-compared to tne tirat recall trial. The question or
major interest now is whether the results of our delay condition
will also snow that what is recalled is a tunctidnot the
retrieval perspective.

When subjects in.the Consistent group'who encoded eke
stories with.TitloSet 1 - Goal Set 1 were given Goal Set 2 as a
retrievil cue after n-delay ot one week. recall of Information
Set 2 (32.8%) was noi superiof to recall of.information Set 1
'(33.6%), as wOUldbe predicted if a perspective.snift influenced
recall. The differtnce betWeen recall of Information4et 1 and
Information Set 2 was tot statistically significant,- F(1i6) <'1,

ill MSe = .0047. When performance on the second recall trial is
compared.to the first recafl trial, no interaction is found .

between Recall Trial and Information Set (as den be seet.from
Figure.3; F(1,6) = 2.05,.MSe = .002)1 unlike therestilts from
subjedts in tre Itmediate condition.
. ' Similarly, Delay subjects who encoded the stories'with.
Title Set 2 and Goal Set 2,and who were giVe0 Goal Set,1 as a
farleval perspective recalled more of Information get 2 (29.1%)
than of Inforf naation Set 1-(27%), a onsignificant difference
(F(1,6) 1, MSc = .0034)- When these data are compared to the
results trom tne tirst recall trial,'there is nd-significant
interaction between Recall Trial and Information bet.CF(1,6) .=
3.1, MSe =...0037), unlike the'results from the Immediate
condition. Thus, from the Consistent groups, there is no
evidence of an effect of the retrieval perspective on recall in
the Delay condition. *

Turning to the Inconsistent groupS,,we see a pattern,of
. results stmilar to those fram,the Consistent grOupst When
subjects who encoded the stories lilts iitle Set.1 and Goal Set 2
were given Goal_Set Pas a, retrieval peispective, tore was
recalled from Information Set 2 (34.1%) than from Information Set. 114

1°(31:5%)4.this difference was tot Agnificat,t, F11;.6) .1,14Se
.0035. Combining:these data wtth ihe data film the first ;Adel]. "

ttial does not Icad to a sighificant interaction between

0
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Information Set and Recall Trial (FT1,6) = 3.07, .Ke. = .0009), as
' iê üStädiñF

Similarly,.belay.subjects wno encoded the stories with.Titie
iet 2 and Goal Set 1 and who were given Goal Set 2 as retrieval
pe spective shoiied no Significant difference in recall of the two

4-0 " ation See, F(1,6) = 2.6, MSe = .00254 the subjects recalled
31. frOm Information Set 1 and 34.9% frim Information Set 2.
When these data.are combined with,tne data Erom the first recall
trial, there is no significant interaction between Informed:On i

Set ana kecall.Trial, F(1,6) 1, MSele.0015.. Thus, from te 1

Inconsistent groups as well 'as fram7the.Consistent groups, we
have no evidence for the eiiect ot the retrieval perspective on
recall at a delay ofbote week.

When tue results from the Immediate and Delay conditions for
both Consistent ah&Inconsistent groups are compared directly ,

(using the goat given-at retrieval as a baiis for combining.
groups), we find a signifi&nt triple interaction between Delay,
Orientation, and Information Set (F(1,48) = 6.26,.MSe = .0045, p .

<, .05). Inspection of Table 4 reveals that.the interaction
between ()Mutation Ana Information Set occurs only for tne

.."1:Fediate cOndition (F(1-,24) = 8.68, MSe = .0056, 2. < .01), not
for,the Dtlay condition (7(1,24) = .095, MSe = .0035). The
in'teiectioiklOr.the Immediate groups demonstrates the effect of
tbaretiieval perspectiieon recall, while the lack or
,interIction for the.Xelay groups demonstrates the lack of such an
eEfeet.arter a delay of one' week.

Insert Table 4 About Here

Change* in Particular 'Clauses Hecalled
The-amalyses-descrxbed-so-far:have-nealt-with-Oe-total

.--percentages of tlauses recalled,'without examining which
, larticar.Clauses were recalled,or'whether the items recalled
' aliened irom xne,first recall triaf tb tne second. It is

possible that tht"enaRding and/oi rebrieyal'cues would affect the
degree toSthi.fh new,claaes, not previously recalled, woOld be
included in the setqndrecall&rial, and the degree to which
clauses recalled on tne first recalf trial Would,be omitted .

during the second_et4a1,. without changing the_ovetail'pattern of
retail enough. toc'igid to'significaneerrects in the total amount.,

'recalled. Therefore, twoldditiontI measurea were taken: the
proportion oi clausei that were recalled omple seconci
trial but not on the first, and the proportion ofm0Mitted"

- clauses that NiAre recalled on the first trial but.not 'on the
second. A

To perrorm the analyses of te New and Omitted measuresj,the
Consistent and Inadnaistentxgioups were combined, usinfthe gbal
given at retrieVal as tne basis for combining groups. Fot.

claritY of 'expositiog of thia analysis, the groupi 0,11 be
,referred to by Goal Set onlyt i.e., Goal Set 1 and Goal Set.2.
Analysts of New and Omitted clause's were also perfo;med on the

-s.
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Control group's data to serve as a.baseline for change 4 recall"
wheu--tne-goal is-not-changed. Ihe -data! tor All ot the group are

.

presented in'Table 5.

Insert Table 5 About Here

New Clauies -
Of majlor interest here are the que tioni of whether the.,

.

retrieval perspective affects the propo tion of claubes that were
,

reCalled on thasecond.recall trial but ot on the first, and
w4pther this effect. if any, occurs at b.th the Immediate and
Delay condiions. Relevant to tnese que tions are the
significant interactions found between G al Set And Information .

Set (F(1,48) = t..01) MSa= .0009. s< AI ) and between Delay,
Goal.Set. -end InfOrmation Set (F(1, 48) = 5.65, ...ISA! 7 .0009, .2<
,.01). In the Immediatecondition, subjec s with,Goal.Set 1 at
retrieval recalled 6.46% New clauses tram Information Set 1, but
anly 4413%from Information Set 2.*while sl Set 2 subjects
recalled 61.7% from Intormation Set 2 but osly 3.85X fram.
Information pet 1. leading to a significan interaction (F(1,24)
= 10.4, MSc = .0012),2 < .01). However. ii the Delay condition;

a there was not interaction iletween Goal Set and Information.Set
.r. (F(1,24) 1, MSc = .0006. Obbjects with Goa Set 1 at retrigyal

recal1ed 4.21% Noy items tram Information S t 1 and 3.04%ffbm.
Information Set 2, and subjects with Goal S t 2 gave the same ,

)

pattern or results% recallimg 3.72% New.ic-.8 tram InTO ation
Set 1 and only 3.0% from Information.Set 2. Subjects in the
Immediate'cOndition recalled more New cldus s (5;29%) than di4

MSe ,.,subjects in the Delay condition (3.49%). F(I,48) = 8.1, >ek

.0014, 2 < .01. Thas, it appears that the p esentation of a new
retrievallnkspective or cue can influence t e retrieval of new
-information from memory after a short delay, but uot after a long
one.

.

Aultlysis of the data trdm the Control g oup showed that tne
proportions of New clauses recalled from the two Information Sets,
were qocAignificantly different, F(1,12) = .33,'MSe = ..0003. s'

Subjepts'recsIled 4.69% New clauses from Inf. .ation Set 1. and
..., 4.0% from Information Set 2. .

Omitted Clauses Is

As ITibecalie ot tne,New clause Analysis, an interaction
invoivini:Gosl Set and Information Set would be relevant-to the
ques'tion or tne etfect of the retrieval perspective on recall.
For the.ealysis of Omitted;clauses, therelwas a significant
interaction between Goal set and IntormatiOn,Set, F(1;48) =
27.86i Hbe = .6031, 2; <::001. Subjects with Goal Set 1 at '
retrieval.athitted 8:08% from nfirmation Stet 1 tind 12.78%. from':

Information Set 2, Whilesubjects with dui]. Set/2 omitted I2.84X
fram Information Set 1 bilt opiy 7.38% froria Information Set 2._ -

These data ;are preienMd,in Table 5. Even after i week, ehe
rettieval persketiveArtects what is omitted from the recall
protdeol, since ilere wiS na significant interaction betweelGoal

' 4
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Set, Information Set, and Delay. If,a set o information is not
cued-by Me- retrieval peitpdative, it is,tor likely, to be

omitted than a set of information that is r lated to the
retrieval perspective, even after a delay o One week.

Shbjects in the Control group omitted equal atountscfrom
Information Set 1 (6.71%) and Information Set'2 (5.63%), F(1,12Y
= 1.10, 11Se = OOl.

-DebriefinK

.The,debriefihg qtuestionnaire. was intended to provide same
information about'the subjects .perceptions oftheir'own
performdtce. While we are reluctant to accept telf-reports witfi
the sabe assurance as other, more objective data (see Nesbitt and
Wilson, 1977), it will be interesting to set Ilhether the

subjects' perceptions-are consistent with the' evidence from the
recall data.

The.subjects were bked whether they had kept the titles and
goals in mind while reading and recalling the istories. Since
Ehis question is informative prima41y about te experimental
grou0s,,the.data below.refer to the 72 subje in.the

1
experimental groups only. Altheugh?they we e presented with both.
a title and a goal before reading and recal ing the stories, they
seemed to be better able to keep the goals in mind: While
eading the storied, 67 (93%) Icept the goal in minj, compared to
*32 (45%) for the title: During the first recall trial, 46 (66%) ,

kept tfie goal in mind, compared to 26,.(36%) for the title (the .

4k-
'title and goal. werethe same as those presented during encoding).
During the second'recall trial, ,56,(78%)ikept the gOal'in mind,

% aampared to 27 (39%) for the title. 'Therefore, the goal seems to
have beeh a more powerful' determinant of the perspective taken by
thew subjects than die title. .

-Important-to-the-questihn of whether the-retrievalcue"
determines what is reoalled is whether the subjects actually
'wrote down everything they coad remember. Agaln, the data below
refer ohly to the experimental. groupi. For the first recall
trial, 22 (61%) of the....3.6 subjectpin the Immediate conditi.on

said they did, and 25 (69%) of the 3& subjects in the DelaA
condition aid they did- On thesecond recall trial, 17 (47%) of,
ehe subjects in the Lnmediate condition 'said.they did, while 25
(69Z)' of the subjects in the Delaf-condition said they did. A
'lower score Tor the subjects in thek.tumediate condition would be
consistent with the notion that part,of the effect of the .

perspective shift found in the'lmmediate condition is due.to
response suppression.

. .Thoae 43 aubjecta who felt that they did not.Write 'down

everything they could remember ih one vrboth 'of the recall
trials'were asked to'specifY why they had not' done so, and,what
they had Omitted. Theirresponses fall into four categories.;
Tirst, 14, (33%) pf the subjects responding to this .question
reported that they forgot or couldn't remembei some things And so

, didn't write them down. Second,'12 (28%) responded thit they
omitted parts because they were.too tired, bored, o itwould

-99t
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1

take Opo long. Third, 13 0476 'stated that tihey had omitted t

.. . . .
.

derails at-things thatemed'unimportant. The_remaining 4 (9%)
in the fourth group cited miscelleneous reasons such aS "I had
other thinge on my mim4" or "I got the hOuses confdsed," which
did, not seem to indicate deliberate omissions of selected

40.
.

materialu . . *

If the secondand third groups described above are taken
together as representing subjects who knowingly edited thekr
responses, th% tota1.58% bf the subjects who felt that they had
not written down everything. in. memory. Because response editing
is a possible explanatiotfor1the effect of the perspective -

shift, an important.ques on iewhethef.subjects in the Immediate
and Delay groups adotedfdifferent editing strategies. Of the 25
-subjects in the second 4id third,groups deicribed.above, 13 are
in he Immediate conditi n, with thexemaining 12 in the Delay
condition, suggesting th t the subjects- in the No groups did mot
adopt different editing trategies. HoweVer, without knowing ",
specifically what the sbjects in the two conditiqns opitLed, it
is impossible,to detertiñe more exattly,the extent Of response

. editing as a factor In the effect of the perspective shift. We
can only state.thdt there wai,possibly some editing by.subjects
in both conditions.

.

.Discussion
Of major importance is the questibn of whether information

is selectivelY encoded, or idlethek much or mast information is
encoded and recall depends'An selective retrieval:- The results
of this study', which. demonstrate a pc....eective shift'for those-

, subjects in. fheImmediate condition but not fbr those.in the
delay condition, do not support an hypothesis which postulates
only,selective retrieval. Instead, they suggest that the

' encading perspective has arstrong influence on what information
is stored in the long-term Stbreiand that apy effect of a,
retrieval cue.at a short delaY is due to a combination of
retrieval from a short-term wtore and' an omission of information
unrepated to the retrieval cue.

4

When we compared the Acall of Information Seti 1 and 2 for
the, first and second recall,trials for.the SubjecEs in each Title
Set- Goal Set.combinationl we found evidence'for an effect of
the,perspective.shift for subjects in the Immediate conditrbn but
not.for subjects in the Delay condition. The information
'recalled was indeed a function of the retrievak cue for subjects
in the Immediate' group. However, the, major effeceof tha
rbtrieval perspective vas to jesson thedecrease of recall of
perspective-related information wer'time., compared to unrelated

%information; not to increase recall of perspective-related
information.-.The hypothesis that all information is stored and
needs only the appropriate cue to be accessed wOdld predidt an ,

increase in the tecall of perspettive-related information.
% Instead, welmund %that theeffect of the perspective shift after

,a shOrt delay is primarily due to-an omission of previouSly
0
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'I' ,

recalled:information -Mat eis unrelated-to-M new -retrieval,
. , ,

perspective.

Furthermore, a retrieval hypothesis sumh such 'as ithat of
Anderson & Pichert (1978) would predict an effect of the 7

.perSpective shift after a long delay as well as a short 'one. We
,

. found no evidence of a PerspectivOhift after a delay,of one
Week; ptoviding further strength to the argument.of selective'
encoding., »

.
While the perspective shift in the Immediate condition seems

to stem primarily from the'ammissian of information, there is
also evidence that a small amount of previously unrecallea.
information /A actually accesse&hy the new retrieval-cue. The
analysis of theparticular claakd recalled demonstrates that in
the Iimediate condition, the new'retrieval cue provided before .

, the,second recall trW led to the recall of 4 greater number of
.4. New claeses relited to that due than New Clauses not related to ..

that cue,,and.to the omission of-fewer clauses related to the cue
than of those not related. But in the Delay condition, th ."
presentation of a new retrieval cuelaid not lead to the re all of"
more New clauses related.to thar,cue. Itdid, howeVet, reduce

. thespercent of relevant clauses that were Omitted, compar0 tea-
irrelevant clauses, just as we found ih the Immediate ondition. .

Therefore, it seems that while presentation'of'the cue can redhce
the amount of omissians at either delay inteival, iE will only.
increase therecalL of not4previouslyrecal1ed'items if the,delay
is short, and then oniy by a Small amount.

1 .1'''
. Taken together, the 4vidence suggests that even with long,

complqc baterials and an incidental task; recall of previously'
uhrecallable information id possible aftetia fairly short delay, ,,,,'

if.an appropriate retrieyaltue-is present, but suilh recalt does
0 ,

not actur abet a longer delay. .Instead, when.a subject,i4,
.

reqijred to think about a certain set of information ih order.to
:Mak ajUdgmentAUring encodipg, thatinformation receives

*gre ter elaboration and, consequently, becomes more accessitle,to
re eval. This finding'is consilstent with the research of
Keenan & Baillet (198.9), who found Mat the richness of the.
conceptual structUre into which'an event if encodedlITActs

.
.memo*, for that event.

.

The.conceptual structure referred to by Keenan & Baiilet
(198,0) eAsted already in the subject's mind pridr to the

r
,experiment'in the formsdf previous knowledge about particular
people, but such a structure could also be created during
ncoding by the elaboratiNeeprotesSes which take plaCe as Ohe
analyses War:Sat/on for itsselevance to.; question, using t.,. .

stored :knowledge it werl is the'stimulus materials to perIorm the'

task% Keenan & Baillet propose that the elaboration of a memory
trace depends on three aspects of,memory operation the encoding-
task, the meaningfulness of the eVent, sad the richness of the
Semantic structure. :Based on theoresults.of thiestudy we
propose that the congruency or match between the stialus event

.401
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The Role of Encoding and Retrieval

atd,the goal a the task is a fourth aspect of memory operation
that affects the elaboration oi the event in memory. ,This View
is-consistent with the results of Schulman (1574) and of draii &
Tuiving (1975), who Proposed that questions leadiig Agongruous
.answers led to better memory for L.e answers than for
inCongruous arlswers due to the greater'elaboration given to the
congruous answers during processing.. Similarly, Jacoby (1978)
and Jacoby, Craik, Er Begg (1979)found.that the greater the
'difficulty of a.iemantic judgment, or the more operations
required in ta15ing the judgmept, the greater the memorability of '

the information, because,of the more distinctymemory trace that
is established.

In the present study, the task of taking a judgment was
stant across subjects; the meaningfulness of the stipulus

e ents, i.e., the target information fets, was contrdlled VS,
balancing; and the richness of the cognitive structures for the

: target information, wbich was determined by the content of the
stories, was the same for.all subjects; and still, memory
performance varied with the relationship between the information

. set and the goal or judgment. That information which was
congruent with the goal, and therefore related to the judgment,

. went through greater elaboration during its evaluation in terms
of the task,_ add consequently, the probability of encoding that
iniormation increased.:

. .

.
We propose that the mechanism for the difference in temoil7

as a func4on of relevance to the judgment is.as follows. In the
process of evaluating 'a judgment in terma of new information,
some inform4tioh already in memory is referred to, and the new
information that is relevant to.the judgment is encoded with many
links or associations to that information-inlmemory which has
been calledinto play. New infor9ation.that is not relevant to
the judgment does not establish many 'assocIations to the
information in memory. New information that Ylas many links to
stored knowledge could be well recalled Tor tyo'reasons. ,First,
the probability of lOngterm storage is increased. And s'econd,

the probablility of beitg.accessed by a retfieval cue is
increased by the large number of links'to other informatibn in
memory. In.either Case, retell of such information is a direct,
function of the,operitiots that occurred.during encoding.

Why, then,.was any material,that was,not direetly relevant
to the judgment tasktored in memory? This result can be
explained by.aspting thal the task'was complex enough.to require
that all of thelinfOrmation in thertext be processed.
aemantOalln and' that,alt of tt be compared, at 14ast initially
to the goal or judgteht 1.ilorle Ed cMnpute iis relevance tothe

Thjudgment.. e fact"-tbst inCi ental learning can .lead to a fair
amount of recill even after a Week suggests that the processes
required by evan.a tinimalaptpariSon can lead to some
e1eb4ration initemery.
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'1

In answer to the question of whether the tille or the goal
sktermines the_rladee-a,perspectiveTit'appearsthat -although ". .

both cOntribute to the perspective, the readeek goal has the
itronger effect. The -data from the first and second recall
trials (Tables 2 and 3) show that for the,Consistent groups,

' recall was,higher for the information set cued.by the title and
goal than for the uncued set on the first recall trial, and-that

a perspective shift occurred. when the goal was changed for the
second'recall trial, in the Immediate condition. -For the
Inconsistent groups, where the title and goal artAqitted against
each other during encoding, we can see that both the titie and
the goal influence encoding, since memory foi the two information
sets didn't differ at the first recall trial.,evp though the
Controi group's data indicate that the twa sets are not equally
memorable. For the Inconsistelt groups, like rheionsistent
.groups, a perspective shift follows a. Shift in the goal.. As
further support for the stranger'effect of the goal, more
subj a found that they,could keep the goal in mind during .

elli

readi and recalling then the title.

f
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Table I
.

.
. .

.

Example of the Experimental Design for the Consistent Group

Story'', .StOry 2 Story 3

,

The Role of Enco

i
ing and Retrieval

.16

Ififor- Infor- Infor- Infor- Infor- InP67°-

mation motion mation mation mation mation

Set l Set 2 Set 1 Set 2 Set 1 Set 2

.TItle,Set 1 - Goal SeC 1

()icier, II Subjects I-3.

rder 2: .Subjects 4-6
Onder 3: Subjects'7-9

.TitIe-Set 2 - Goal Set.2

. Order 4: Subjects 10-0
Order 2: Subjects 13-15

Order 3: Subjects 16-18

DELAY

Title Set 1 - Goal Set 1

. Order 1: Subjects 19-21.
0-

Order 2: Subjects 22-24

Order 3: Subjects 25-27

jitle Set 2 T'Ooal:=Set 2

ttddr 1: ,Subjects 2844
Order 2! Subjects 31-33

Order 3: Subjects 34-36, :

109
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Table 2

.

Percent of Target Information Recalled on the First Recall Trial

Iniormation

Control

Consistent

Title Set 1

Goal Set 1

Title Set 2
Goal Set 2

Inconsistent

Title Set 1
Goal Set 2

Title Set 2
Goal Set 1

Information

-407

Set 1 Set 2

34.8 30.2

40.2 36.6

33.1 41.6

34.9 39.0

,

36.6 36.4

11 0
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Table'3
..,

,Pertent of Target Information Recalled on the econd Recall TrialI.

.CONDITION Set 1 Set 2Information'

IMMEDIATE Information

10'
Control 33.0 . 30.4

-

Consistent

Title Set 1 -
Goal Set 2 31:5 36.9

Title Set 2 -
Goal.Set *35.1 34.7

Inconsistent

Title Set 1 -
Goal Set 1 31.1 25.9

Title Set 2,-
Goal Sei.2 20.7 -30.5

DEUX
COND'VION

Control 32.6 26.8)

Cohsistent

Title tet 1 -
Goal Set 2 32.8

k

.33.6

Title Set 2 -
.

Goal Set 1 27.0 i9.1

Inconsistent,

Title Set 1 -
Goal Set 1 31:5 34..1

Title Set., -
Goal Set 2 31.1 34.9



The Role of Encoding, and Retriev'al

Table 4

Percent of Target'Information Recalled on the Second Recall Trial

Data eor the Consistent and Inconsistent Groups Combineti

IMIIEDIATE CONDITION

Retrtrial

Information
Set 1

Information
Set 2

Goal Set L '' 33.1 30.3

Retrieval
,4

Goal Set 2 26.1 33.7',

DELAY CONDITION

Retrieval
'Goal Set 1 29.2 .31.6

?,

Retrieval
Goal Set 2 32.4 33.9

Ofd.

-109-

-112
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Table 5 7111k

-

Percent Change in Particular Clauses Recalled from First to Second

NEW CLAUSES

IMMEDIATE CONDITION

Control
.

Consiatent and
Inconsistent Groups.

Retrieval Goall 6.5 4.1

Retrieval Goal 2 3.9 6.7

DELAY CONDITION

Control 4.2 . 4.1

Recall Trials
le

Information InforMation
Set 1 - Set 2

5.2 3.9

Consistent and
Inconsistent Groups

0 Retrieval Goal I c

Retrieval Goal 2

OMITTED CLAUSES

'IMMEDIATE CONDITION-

4-2 3.0

3.7 3.0

Control ' 7.12 6.4

Consistent and.
Inconsistent'Groups

Retripal Goal 1 7.2 12.7

Retreivai Goal 2

DELAY CONDITION

eonfrOl.

Consistent and
Inconsistent Groups

*

Retrieval Goal 1

Retrieval Goal 2 10.5

.4

6.2

7.2

4:9

12.88.9'

13' 7.
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